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urray's Convention &
Visitors Bureau has
brought home two
awards in the 2010 Kentucky
Tourism
Council's
annual
Traverse Awards for Excellence
while also helping Murray's
Main Street Program add Main
Street
Merriment-Dicken's
Alley event as one of the Top 10
Festivals
and
Events
in
Kentucky for the second year in
a row.
According to a news release
from KTC officials, CVB won
first place in Division D in the
"Social Media" category for its
efforts in promoting the city of
Murray'. The agency' also took
honorable mention for advertising in a visitor's guide in the
"Excellence in Marketing- category'.
CVB Director Erin Carrico
said she and other CVB personnel are proud of the award.
"W'e are extremely proud of
the work we have done in the
past year.- she said. "It is
rewarding to see our hard work
recognized among other CVBs
in the state. We have a great
community to promote and people are starting to realize it.Murray CVB was honored for

M

By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
Associated Press
ASHINGTON
I AP)
—
Republican leaders, ever more
confident of their chances of
winning control of the House and possibly
even the Senate, have begun plotting a
2011 agenda topped by a push for more
than S100 billion in spending cuts, tax
reductions and attempts to undo key parts
of President Barack Obama's health care
and financial regulation laws.
•
The question is how much of the GOP's
government-shrinking, tax-cutting agenda
to advance, and how fast.
It's certain that Republicans want to capitalize quickly on tea party-fueled anger
and the antiestablishment fervor that they
believe will provide momentum to accomplish an activist to-do list. It's equally
clear, however. that the outsized expectal
tions of a fed-up electorate' and a crop olg
unruly newcomers could complicate the!
plans. So could Obama and fellow;
Democrats who will still be around after!
1
Tuesday's elections.
;
GOP lawmakers are publicly mum about
much of what they intend to do if they pre4
vail in midterm congressional contests.:
Many say privately they want to avoid

W

appearing to "measure the drapes" Mr new
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WEATHER

MPD encouraging
residents to attend
Police Academy
TOMORROW

Special to the Ledger

303

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press

Yellow and orange leaves
on trees in the community
signal the annual change
of the seasons. Tonight's
iow temperature is predicted to drop below freezing.

Thursday: Sunny. with a
high near 57. Northwest wind
between 10 and 13 mph.
Thursday night: Clear, with
a low around 29. Noilhwest
wind around 6 mph.
Friday: Sunny. with a high
near 58 Calm wind becoming
south around 6 mph.
Friday Night: Clear, with a
low around 35. South wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Saturday: Sunny. with a high
near 67. Light wind between 11
and 14 mph
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a lovv around 45.
South wind between 5 and 7
mph.

GREG TRAVIS

IS See P3ge 2A

Murray Main Street to host
mayoral candidates' roast
Staff Report
urray mayoral candi

M

dates Bill Wells and F.T
"Butch" Seargent will
be guests of honor during
Murray Main Street's Roast ot
our Mayoral Candidates event.
Everyone is invited to attend
the event during the program',
Ilth
annual
Membership
Wells
Seargent
Meeting set for 5:30-8 p.m. on
Monday. Nov. 1, at the Robert include a silent auction, a dinner
O. Miller Conference Center on and distribution of annual program awards co-sponsored by
S. Fourth Street.
the Murray-Calloway County
The ticket price is $15 and
Chamber of Commerce.
space is limited. according to
For more information, contact
Main Street Manager Deana
Wnght at 759-9474.
Wright. The event will also
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The Murray Police Department will
begin its 2010 Citizens Police Academy on
Nov. 15 and is encouraging local residents
to sign up for the free educational course.
During the academy, citizens will get a
glimpse into the training and work of law
enforcement. The instructors for the citizens police academy are local officers
within the Murray Police Department. The
class is an instructional and hands-on look
into a police officer's daily activity. Every
Monday evening for eight weeks, citizens
will explore a different topic of instruction,
such as crime scene investigations, and
will leave with a better understanding of
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Republicans,
heading for
big gains,
ready agenda

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
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SPECIAL RODEO: Two students from Calloway' County Middle School take a look at a
miniature zebu cow Wednesday at the William "Bill" Cherry Exposition Center prior to the
kick-off of the Murray State University Rodeo Team's annual college rodeo. The rodeo will
be at 7 p.m. today. Friday and Saturday. For tickets, or more information, call 809-3125.

GM'TARN?
You Betcha!

Red Bug on 3rd
FIBER ART SUPPUES & LESSONS
109-8 N 3rd
- Murray KY
Tues Frr 10 to 5 30 and Sat 10 to 1

Murray Ledger & I
2.‘•'Thursday, October 2S, 21)10
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11 Murray CVB awards...
From Front
iis work October 19 dunng the
Trio erse Gala held at Northern
Kentucky. Cony ention Center in
Covington. Ky as part of the
Kentucky'
Tourism
2010
Industry Annual Conference.
State tourism business and marketing organizations compete
for awards in 20 categories. A
panel of out-of-state experts
judged more than 240 entries
from across the state for this
year's event. Each entry is
judged for concept. creativity,
design and how well it relates to
the targ.,eted audience.
In addition, CVB also brought
home another award for Murray
Main Street's Main Street
Merriment-Dickens Alley event
with a nomination in the WinterHoliday 2010 Top 10 Festivals
and Events. Main Street
Manager Deana Wright said she
appreciates CVB for helping to
bring the honor home to Murray
'once again.
"The CVB nominated our
Christmas event for this award,"
Wright said. "For the second
time in a row we are a Top 10
festival. Thanks Erin and ICVB
event coordinator) Stephanie
(Butler)."
Main
Street
MerrimentDickens Alley is schedule from

around 4 p.m. until
p.m. on
Friday. Dec. 3 in downtown
Murray. According to planneis.
pony rides will return this year
and Santa Claus will greet the
children and take their holiday
requests around 4 p.m. before
the community Christmas tree
lighting ceremony scheduled for
5 p.m.
Held on the first Friday of
December,
Main
Street
Merriment is a conununity-oriented event that has evolved
into a popular celebration of
Christmas in Murray and across
the state. apparently. The event
includes various offerings such
as Dicken's Alley. set in a mock
old-style London with carolers
singing your favorite Chrisunas
songs - old and new - and a
Madrigal Ball. The celebration
also features the lighting of the
community Christmas tree and
the chance for youngsters - yes,
and some adults too- to visit
Santa Claus in person. It also
features musical entertainment
from various organizations and
schools in the Robert O. Miller
Annex building where all kinds
of Christmas treats can be
enjoyed.

law enforcement.
, The requirements for the
Fitizens Police Academy are
minimal. You must be 21 years
'or older, and candidates must
ither live or work in Murray.
Also. due to the sensitive information being discussed. a mini-

mal background check will conducted on those who apply.
Anyone interested in participating in the class may get an
application by visiting the MPD
w ebsite,
www.murrayky.gov/police/cpa.
htm or contact Sgt. Tracy Guge
at 762-1052 or 753-1621.
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DARK CLOUDS: Mike and Kristie Tingle of Coldwater, captured this photo from their backyard of dark clouds that could have
resulted in possible tornadic activity on Tuesday. Oct. 26.

ECR to hold 5K run/walk Saturday

ill Police Academy...
From Front

Cyrus and wife

By FiAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Exercise and Cancer Recovery
will host a 5K run/walk
Saturday to raise funds for the
organization, which helps cancer survivors take care of themselves through physical fitness.
'Tiffany Stanger, exercise specialist for ECR, said the organization is only open to cancer
survivors and that it gives each
client one-on-one attention. The
program is located on the top
floor
of
Murray
State
University's
Carr
Health
Building and gives each survivor an orientation teaching
them how to use the exercise
inachines and tries to make tlac
experience as comfortable as
possible.
Check-in for the fundraising
walk, or "Halloween Hustle,"

Spring Creek
Health Care,
said she was
diagnosed with
breast cancer
three
years
ago. She said
the diagnosis
made her feel
like her life
was over, 'and Darnell
so she stopped
exercising and gamed weight.
Darnell's doctor told her about
EC'R. and the program helped
her to regain her confidence. she
said. She now has no signs of
cancer and she has recovered
enough that she could probably
exercise in any gym. hut she
said she continues to go to ECR
because of the attention that is
given to her needs and the feeling of camaraderie she has with

her fellow clients there. Sonic
clients have a relapse of cancer
and have to go hack into treatment. so it helps to have that
basis of support at ECR. she
said. She said it is also this kinship she feels with others at
ECR that inspired to go on her
first 5K walk.
"I probably would have never
attempted a 5K, but they thought
I 4.-ould do it." she said. adding
"I wanted to prove that I'm
strong and I bear this thing."
To donate. register. volunteer
or sponsor the event, e-mail
Stanger
at
tiffany stringer(aJgrriail.com or
call 316-6250. More information is available at www.murraystate.edu/ecr.

Vote the Conservative
Ticket Nov. 2nd

Vote the
Strai ht Re ublican Ticket
Because...lt matters AR&
whose side you're on! VOTE
Nifir
DEMOCRATS

REPUBLICANS

Barack Obama

Mitch McConnell

Harry Reid

Jim Bunning

Nancy Pelosi

Rand Paul

Jack Conway

Ed Whitfield
Corey McBee

Clearly, Calloway County
needs a new direction.
Paid tor by the Calloway County Republicn Party
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BILL ELL
for

Mayor of Murray
Tote #.4, a ptove* &lam, iot

coot,agetiti

18 years on Murray City Council
.
10 years on City Finance Commiftee
06 years as City Finance Chair
•26 years as Murray Rokirian - 1992 Wary President
•Co-founder Murray Make+ A Difference Day
013 years as Murray+ligh Principal
•Kentucicy Principal of the Year
•10 years as CASA Board Member - 2006 President
•Big Brothers Big Sisters Board Member - 2010 Chairman
•Bachelor's Degree in Education
*Master's Degree in Education Administration
*Master's Degree in Guidance and Counseling
•Specialist Degree in Education Administratian
'
•2010 Murray CitiZen of the Year
COMMITMENT TO FIVE PRINCIPLES
•To be a full-time mayor
•To be more business/restaurant friendly
•To have city government work for our citizens, not the other way
around
1•
•To have a positive working relationship with.the judge executive, the
fiscal court, and Murray State University
•To continue to make Murray one of the 100 Best Communities in the,,
United States in which to live
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Melvin Henley

will begin at 9 a.m. outside the
upper level of the CFSB Center,
formerly the Regional Special
Events Center. The walk begins
at 10 a.m. Stanger said there
would also be a Trick-or-Treat
Trot for children, so walkers.
runners and spectators may
bring their children in costume
and let them collect candy at the
practice field during the event.
Participants are also encouraged
to dress in Halloween attire, and
prizes will be given for the best
costumes.
One of this year's participants
is Sara Darnell. who said ECR
has helped her get back in shape
after being treated for breast
cancer by providing an exercise
program specific to her needs
and a supportive environment.
Darnell, who works as a
licensed practical nurse at
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Cyrus and wife announce divorce
NEW YORK API — Billy Ray Cyrus and
wile Tish are ending their 17-year marriage.
The parents of teen sensation Miley Cyrus
have filed for divorce. In a statement released
Wednesday, the pair said it was a "very difficult
time for our family."
They said they were trying to "work through
some personal matters" and they appreciated
support.
Though 17-year-old Miley is the biggest star in
the family now. it was Billy Ray Cyrus who put
the Cyrus name on the map in 1992 with the
instant classic "Achy Breaky Heart."

Wyoming soldier dies
in Kuwaft, was with 101st
11
\NIPESTI.1., Ky.(AP) A Fort
Campbell soldier has died in Kuwait.
The Departtnent of Defense says 43-year-old
Sgt. 1st. Class Phillip C. Tanner of Sherkian,
Wyo., died Oct. 26 of injuries sustained ia a noncombat incident at Ali Al Salem, Kuwait.
Tanner was assigned to the 106th
Transportation Battalion, 10Ist Sustainment
Brigade, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assaultl.
Fort Campbell, Ky.

KSP says apparent
murder-suicide kills 2
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State
Police say a westem Kentucky man is believed
to have mortally wounded his estranged wife,
then fatally shot himself.
A news release from the KSP states Hartford
Police requested aid on Wednesday after officers
found 66-year-old Barbara Ward lying on the
ground with an appaient gunshot wound. She
died a short time later at a hospital
Police tracked Carl Ward, also 66. to a home in
West Louisville, near Owensboro. When officers
went in, they found him dead of an apparently
self-inflicted gunshot wound.
it
1,11

rht
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More than regular races on ballots
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Many Kentucky
voters will be casting ballots for unexpired-term
judicial races and commonwealth's attorneys
contests in addition to regular races being decided.
Kentucky Secretary of State Trey Grayson
advises preparing for Election Day next Tuesday
by checking sample ballots online or with the
county clerk.
Online. voters can find a list of candidates. find
out where they are registered to vote, view sample ballots and find out other election information at www.vote.ky.gov.

'In Her Shoes' aims to explain
domestic violence
Lou ISVILLE, Ky. AP)— This is Domestic
Violence Awareness Month. and court and law
enforcement officials in Louisville are participat-

ing in a simulation program Thursday to understand the problem better.
The program is called "In Her Shoes -- Living
with Domestic Violence" and is put on by the
Louisville Metro Domestic Violence Prevention
Coordinating Council, the Louisville Bar
Association and the state Administrative Office
of the Courts.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson's office says
the simulation is designed to help participants
understand what battered women face and uses
scenarios that are based on real.lite experiences.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP$
The National
Weather Service has confirmed thia ji least
three tornadoes touched down in Kentucky as a
massive storm system moved through the ,tate.
Tuesday's tornadoes were confirmed m the
southern Kentucky counties ot Warren and
Christian. well as the central Kentucky' county of Bullitt.
The weather service office in Louisville said
Wednesday the weakest type of tornado, called a
category EFO, touched down in Bunk( County.
causing roof damage. Rick Shanklin, a meteorolist with the weather service office in

Boston Pops to perform
in Lexington next fall
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- The Boston Pops
will be in Lexington next year to help celebrate
Keeneland's 75th anniversary.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports the concert will benefit the University of Kentucky
Symphony Orchestra. which will also perform tt
the Oct. 15 event at Rupp Arena.
The concert will be divided into three parts,
with the university symphony playing the first
part, the Boston Pops performing the second
both combining for a finale.

Ky. miner hit by vehicle dies

Paducah. also says an EFO tornado with machitnum winds of 80 mph touched down in
Hopkinsville in Christian County. causing tree
and building damage but no reported injuries.
A weather service team reported a slightly
more dangerous EH tornado with maxinium
winds of 90 niph touched down in Warren
County near Bowling Green.

Read the Want Ads Daily

VOTE NOVEMBER 2

MELVIN HENLEY
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
5TH DISTRICT

WAVERLY, Ky.(AP)--- A miner suffered.latal
injuries Wednesday when he was struck by a
vehicle at a coal mine in westem Kentucky
State officials say 39-year-old James Jeffrey
Falk of Slaughters was hit by a shuttle car at the
River View mine in Union County. No one else
was hurt in the incident, which occurred just
before 8 a.m. CDT about a mile from the mine's
entrance.
It is the sixth death at a Kentucky. mine Oil
year.
The underground mine employs 437 workers
Federal records say. another miner was
'
injured at the site in September when a
roof rock fell on him, fracturing his back.
The mine is operated by Tulsa, Okla.-base,1
Alliance Resource Partners.
The mine has been closed, and the state Oft ice
of Mine Safety and Licensing is investigating if
incident

Paul not returnin_g money
from man in scuffle tape
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)-- Republican Rand Paul',
Senate campaign has tried to distance itself from the
supponer caught on video in a widely viewed altercation with a liberal activist. but it's keeping his money
Paul campaign manager Jesse Benton said
Wednesday that the campaign won't retuni some
$1,900 in contributions from Tim Profitt, a Paul supporter from central Kentucky Profitt was seen on tapc
stepping on the head of Lauren Valle, a 23-year-old
activist with the group Move0n.org. Valle was wrestled to the ground by Paul supporters Monday night
before a debate between the tea party favorite and
Democrat lack Conway.

Experience Counts...
...Send a Proven Leader Back!!

Endorsed By The Kentucky

Chamber of Commerce

Please Re-EPect

Gov. Beshear
predicts India
trip will draw
jobs to state
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear has predicted that his recent trip to
India will result in more jobs
for Kentucky, likening the
country's investment potential
in the state to that of Japan 25
years ago.
"1 feel confident that we will
be in a position to announce
new jobs and investments in the
next several months as a result
of this trip," Beshear told the
Lexington Herald-Leader on
Tuesday in a telephone interview.
A trade group called the
of
Association
National
Service
and
Software
Companies paid for the sevenday economic development
trip.
Beshear's wife, Jane, and
state Economic Development
Secretary Larry Hayes accompanied him to New Delhi and
Mumbai.
The governor said India is
interested in doing more business in Kentucky because the
state has a good business climate and work force, low energy costs and a favorable tax
structure.
Beshear said he had meetings with chambers of commerce and businesses already
doing business in the state or
that were consitlering a U.S.
location. Among the companies
with which there were meetings
were Chandra Proteco, which
makes copper cable and
announced last year that it
would start a manufacturing
plant in Morgantown. and
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd., a
conglomerate that has a contract with the state dealing with
child support.

At least three tornadoes confirmed around Kentucky

PAT SCOTT
1 will work for M.

MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL
#11 on the ballot

"Please allow me to continue
as your voice in Frankfort"
Melvin@melvinhenley.com
Paid for by Melvin Henley, Candidate

ALL THESE CANDIDATES PLEDGE TO THE FOLLOWING AGENDA
Pro Life (no to abortion). Pro Business and Industry, Lower laxes, Less Government
Strategic Road and Bridge Plan, Pro Gun, Pro Hunting, Pro MSU

)/14

r. Rand Paul
Ili
U.S. Senator

Ed Whitfield
u.s congress

Don Cherfy
r.1,g

Vernon Anderson

James Herndon
dIstriet
1st

Ricky Stewart
comm.,

Erasing the Obama, Pelosi, Reid, Stumbo, II
agenda of higher taxes and more government!
Corey McBee
5th Distoct State Rep.

These federal and state candidates are endorsed by the Kentucky Right to Life.
Melvin Henley and Jack Conway are_n_Qt endorsed by Kentucky Right to Life!
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Don't expect much from
new congress on jobs
WASHINGTON TAP) The
toh market and the et-onion) tt ill
!mprove onl) slight') next SCAf.
.iecording to an Associated Pre,
.
survey (il leading ecom,mists
whose outlook tor 2(111 ha.
dimmed
the past three
months.
The latest quarterly AP
Economy Survey shows econoIlliSts AEC pushing back their estimates of when key barometers
(il economic health -- hiring.
spending. expan,ion
w signal strength
In their toe)). shoppers and
emplo)er, tt
sta) autiou,
Households will keep saving.
Inflation will remain tame. And
unemployment -will dip only a
hit from the current 9.6 percent
rate to a still-high 9 percent at
the end of 2011 .
In the previous survey in
July. the economists predicted
unemployment of 8 7 percent at
the cad of next y e:tr. In the survey. hefore that. they foresaw 8.4
percent.
Sonie nov.. think unemployment won't drop to a historically normal 5.5 percent to 6 percent until at least 2018-several years later than envisioned
earlier.
It adds up to a grim picture
for the new ('ongress that begins

in January. Voter frustration over
unemployment is threatening to
cost Demikrats their control of
the House. and may. he the
Senate. in the midtenn electIon,
Tuesday.
The new Congress appears
unlikely to approve more spending to try to invigorate the economy and the job inarket and the
Federal Reserve is running out
of options.
Yet the economists the AP
surveyed still expect the economy to sidestep some threats that
had raised concerns in recent
months. They dismiss the likelihood of a second recession, for
instance. and they think the risk
of deflation is remote. Deflation
is a prolonged drop in prices and
wages that can make people
unwilling to spend.
Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
ildS expressed concern about
deflation - one reason why.. the
Fed will likely announce that itwill buy Treasury bonds to try to
further lower loan rates. Lower
rates might spur more borrowing and spending and help raise
prices.
'The economists are sharply'
split on whether the Fed should
do so. They overwhelmingly.
oppose another round of government stimulus spending.

I Would Appreciate Your
Vote On November 2"!
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Obituaries
Maude Lou Bouriand

Charles Patrick Patterson

A pri‘ ate burial for Maude Lou Bourland. 72. of Murray. will he
held in Boyd Cemetery in Stewart County. Tenn. in Land Between
the Lakes, There will he no public isitation.
Bourland died N1onday. (kt. 25. 2010. at 10:30 a.m. at Spring
Creek Health Care Center.
A member of Hickory Grove Church of T'hrist. she was retired
from Fisher-Price Co. In addition to her parents. Murray and Mary
Moody ) Carr. she was preceded in death by her husband. Garvin
Bourland: a step-daughter. Barbara Yocum: and one brother. Conrad
Carr.
Bourland is 'tin ived by two sons, Terry Bourland and Kerry
Steen. both of MUMS: one step-daughter, Rebecca Bourland. of
Almo: and four grandchildren. Expressions of sympathy may go to
Diabetes Research Institute Foundation. 200 South Park Road. Suite
100. Hollywood. FL 33021. Online condolences may be left at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com..krrangements are handled by BlalockColeman & 'fork Funeral Home.

,. Patterson, 63, of Murray. died Tuesday, Oct. 26.
Hospital in Paducah.
Born Dec. 3. 1946. Patterson was an Army
.trgeant serving in Vietnam and Korea. He WAS Ot
t hurch of Christ faith and a lifetime member of the
National Street Machine Club.
In addition to his parents. Charles R. Patterson
lid Shirley- Alexander. he was preceded in death by
.to sisters. Veronica Beasley and Peggy Patterson.
He is survived by his wife, Nancy McCoy
Patterson of Murray; three sorts, Scottie Patterson
and wife. Amy of Paris, Tenn., Patrick Glenn
Patterson and wife. Rebccca. and Pau! Lynn
Patterson
Patterson. both of Murray; three brothers, Mike
Patterson and wife. Yvonda of Paducah, David
Patterson and wife, Wanda of Hickory, and Billy
Patterson and wife, Barbara of Mayfield; and six
grandchildren. Latasha, Alexandria, Steven, Allison,
Kent and Jacob.
Funeral services will be held Friday, Oct. 29. 2010, at 12:30 p.m.
at Fleritage Family Funeral Home with Bro. David Lee officiating.
Burial will follow at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will he tonight. Thursday, Oct. 28, after 5 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may. be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Christine 'Rube' Downs
Funeral sett. ices for Christine "Rube'. Downs. 81, of Murray.
were held today.. Thursday. Oct. 28. 2010. at 10 a.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Joe Pat
Winchester officiating. Burial followed in the
Williams-Billington Cemetery.
Downs died Monday. Oct. 25. 2010, at 1:40 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County. Hospital. Born
April II. 1929 in Trigg County. she was a homemaker and member of the Hill Top Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, John and Drucilla
Hargrove Garland. she was preceded in death by a
son. Michael Hale; four sisters: and two brothers.
She is survived by. her husband. Howard Downs
Downs
of Murray, whom she married on May 14. 1955 in
Corinth. Miss.; a daughter. Shelia Dix and husband,
Phillip of Dexter: a son. Bobby Hale and wife. Martha of Murray::
two sisters, Jean Fox and Mary Elizabeth "Megue" Futrell, both of
Murray: three grandchildren. Chris Hale and wife. Armen. and
Stephanie Love and husband. David. both of Murray., and Dustin
Dix and wife. Susan of Hale!: two great-grandchildren: and several
nieces and nephew.s.
Expressions of sympathy. may' go to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice hous.e building fund. 803 Poplar St..
Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome. An-angetnent were handled by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Doris M. Wilson
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Funeral services for Doris M. Wilson. 79. of Water Valley, will be
held Friday.(kt. 29. 2010, at 11 a.m. at Hornbeak Funeral Chapel in
Fulton with the Rev. Howard Copeland officiating. Burial will follow in Water Valley Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight, Thursday, Oct. 28, from 5-8 p.m. and
Friday. Oct. 29, from 8 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral home.
Wilson died Monday. Oct. 25. 2010. at 9:06 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Born Sept. 27. 1931 in Portageville. Mo.. she was a member of
Water Valley Baptist Church where she taught Sunday School and
Awana. She was also a member of the Tri County Homemakers.
Water Valley Fire Department Auxiliary and the American Legion
Auxiliary. in Fulton. She was also a caretaker for the elderly.
In addition to her parents. Kathryn (Hicks) and John Marshall.
she was preceded in death by her husband. Ewing Edward Wilson:
a daughter. Sharon Ward; a brother. John Marshall; and two sisters.
Jean Wigginton and Fern Guthrie. Wilson is survived by three
daughters. Marilyne McGraw of Memphis, Tenn.. Sandy Sullivan
and husband, Dale of Mayfield. and Della Wilson of Missoula.
Mont.; a son. Ed Wilson of Union City, Tenn.; four grandchildren.
Joshua Green of Memphis. Tenn.. Cory Pleasant of Comith, Miss..
Corporal Sean Linder of Japan. and Clinton Linder of Murray: two
step-grandchildren, Stacy Sulliv an and Matthew Sullivan, both of
Mayfield: one great-grandchild: and two brothers, Harold Marshall
and Donald Marshall. both of Paducah. Online condolences may be
left at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com. Arrangements are handled
by the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel.

Athy Warren Jackson
Funeral services for Ath) Warren Jackson, 94, of Union City,
Tenn.. were held yesterday. Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2010, at 3 p.m. at
White Ranson Funeral Home Chapel in Union City. with Hayes
Grady. and Lonnie Grady officiating. Burial followed in Fremont
Cemetery near Union City.
Pallbearers were Raymond Grady, David Grady, Victor Castro,
Homer Lawson. John Hoback. Jonathan Jackson. Max Gearin, Miles
Gearin and Christopher Stubblefield.
Jackson died Sunday, Oct. 24, 2010, at his daughter's home in
Murray.
A member of Green Plain Church of Christ. he retired from L&N
Railroad after 35 years of service.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Louise Boner Jackson
in 1957; his second wife, Ann Gray. Jackson in 2000; a daughter,
Nancy Jackson: a grandson, Bob Hoback; three brothers; seven sisters; and a great-granddaughter, Ann Marie Jones.
Jackson is survived by daughters, Margorie Grady and husband,
Hayes of Murray, Wanda Jackson of San Diego. Calif., and Mary
Ann Gearin and husband, Kent of Martin, Tenn ; sons, Bill Jackson
of Fulton, and Charlie Jackson and wife, Donna of Nashville. Tenn.:
12 grandchildren; and 13 great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Childrens
Research Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
Arrangements were handled by White Ranson Funeral Home in
Union City

Cecilia Bell Sumner
Cecilia Bell Sumner, 92. of Applewood Road, Murray. died
Wednesday. Oct. 27, 2010. at 8:55 a.m. at the St. Francis Medical
Center in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
She was preceded in death by her husband,Amos Sumner on Feb.
27. 2fX13.
Funeral services will be held Saturday, Oct. 30, 2010,at 3 p.m. at
the Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with burial to follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will he Saturday. Oct. 30,
from 1-3 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

U.S Army studies best
way to prevent suicides

DENVER (API - Military.
medical researchers say their
efforts to reverse the rising number of suicides among service"Goidtinger" - was auctioned members are based on "good
off Wednesday in London for ideas," but they don't know
2.6 million pounds ($4.1 mil- which prevention programs
lion.)
work and which don't.
The unique car, which boasts
They launched a $17 million
.in ejector seat. machine guns, study Wednesday to find out.
rotating license plates and other
None of the current training
spy'. gear, was initially expected programs is evidence-based,
to go for more than 3.5 million said Army Col. Carl Castro,
pounds ($5.5 million).
Military
director of the
"This is the only genuine, Operational Medicine Research
007 James Bond car," said Mick Program at Fort Detrick, Md.
Walsh. Editor-in-Chief of
"It's good ideas - experts
and
Classic
Spons Car think that this is what we need to
Magazine.
do - but we do not have any
He said the fact the iconic evidence that that training actuAston Martin has never been ally. in fact prevents suicide." he
auctioned before meant it had said.
tremendous appeal to collectors.
The new three-year project,
"It's never been on the mar- funded by the Army., will develket before. and vvith the classic op a network of researchers to
car scene it's very important to study multiple aspects of suisee something new," he said.
cide. look at the work of other
He said it v..as likely the car studies anti then compile a datawould end up on public display, base so other researchers and
perhaps as the centerpiece of an people running suicide-prevenupscale office cotnplex in a city tion programs can see what is
like Los Angeles or Moscow.
effective. More than 1.100 U.S.
Bond's creator, newspaper- servicemen and women killed
man and novelist Ian Fleming. themselves between 2005 and
had originally placed Bond in a 2009_
Bentle\

007 car brings $4 million
LONDON 1AP) - One of
the world's most famous James
Bond cars - the specially
equipped silver Aston Martin
first driven by Sean Connery in

LEDGER

99 Kaitlyn Lane
; \()VISITE NEW CONSTRUCTION HOME iN KANIDEN ESTATES!
his 4 bedroom. 3.5 bath home features an open floor plan and split bedrooin design. Large living mom with 12 ft. ceilings, gas log fireplace and
hardtvood flooring. The gorgeous kitchen features granite countertops,
island and stainless steel appliances. Large 22 x 12 bonus nxim upstairs
could he used as a 4th bedroom. Master bedroom has access to nice covered
porch. Master bath has tiled shower. double vanity and deep soaking tub
Tot is n.85 acre. Priced at S289.900. MIS #5.8652
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In July, the Army announced
a $50 million study of suicide
and mental health involving
about 5C0,000 service members
and four other research institutions.
That is separate from this initiative, which will be directed by
the Veterans Affairs Medical
Center in Denver and Florida
State University.
"We know we're not going to
solve the suicide problem in the
military with this three-year
research consortium," Castro
said.
"But what we hope to do at
the end of this three years is to
lay a very solid foundation on
which other research can be
built."
Denver VA researcher Peter
Gutierrez said the database sets
this project apart from others.
It will include inforrnation
from studies initiated by this
project as well as studies done in
other projects worldwide. he
said. and it will be immediately'
available to policymakers.
-That aspect of the consortium, I think, is really quite
unique and something that we
were very careful to design," he
said.
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'Current Calloway County Coroner
'Life Long Calloway County Resident
'Graduate of Calloway County High School
'Graduate of Murray State University with
Bachelor's Degree in Criminal Justice & Psychology
*Graduate Dept. Criminal Justice Training-EKG
*Graduate Leadership Murray
*Graduate Murray State Agricultural Leadership
Program
*24+ Years in Emergency Response
*Member FOP
*Member Ky. Coroner's Association

*Charter Member/Secretary: Murray-Calloway Co
Crimestoppers
*Past Master Temple Hill Lodge
*Co-Recipient of HIV Emergency Contrnumcation,
Director): Certification in Ky.
*Member Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church

I'm married to Patty Greer Harris. We have two sons - Brad and Brady, daughter-in-hot
Whitney, granddaughter - Addison. Your consideration and support is appreciated.
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Holy card! Nuns auctioning rare Honus Wagner
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By BEN NUCKOLS
BALTIMORE API
Sister Virginia Muller
had never heard of shon,top Honus Wagner.
But she quickly learned the baseball ereat is a
revered figure aniong collectors, and the most
sought-after baseball card in history.. And thanks
to an unexpected donation, one of the century-old
cards belongs to Muller and her order. the
Baltimore-based School Sisters of Notre Danie.
The Roman Catholic nuns are auctioning off the
card. which despite its poor condition is expected
to fetch between S150,000 and $2(10,000. The
proceeds will go to their ministries in 35 countries
around the world.
The card is part of the T206 series, produced
between 1909 and 1911. About 60 Wagner cards
are known to exist.
A near-mint-condition T2116 Wagner card sold

in 2007 tor Sr2.ii million. the highest priLe e%er
it baseball card. Muller remains aghast Mat the I
1/4-inch-by-2 1/2-Inch piece of cardhoard could
sell tor even j fraction of that.
"It just Niggles your mind." Muller told The
Associated Press. "I can't remember a time when
we have received anything like this."
The brother of a nun who died in 1999 left all
his possessions to the order when he died earlier
this year. "The man's lawyer told Muller he had a
Norms Wagnei card in a safe-deposit box.
When they opened the hox, they- found the card.
with a typewritten note: "Although damaged. the
value of this baseball card should increase exponentially throughout the 21st century!"
The card was unknown to the sports-memorabilia marketplace because the nuns' benefactor had
owned it since 1936.
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Civil War dolls get X-rayed
for signs of smuggling
By STEVE SZKOTAK
Associated Press
RICHMOND, Va.(API -- Two Civil War-cia dolls thought
to hav:e been used to smuggle medicine past Union blockades
were X-rayed Wednesday, disclosing hollowed papier-mache
heads that once could have contained quinine or morphine for
wounded or malaria-stricken Confederate troops.
The 150-year-old dolls, dubbed Nina and Lucy Ann. were
likely packed with the drugs and shipped from Europe in the
hope that Union troops would not inspect toys when looking
for contraband, a museum official said.
Nina and Lucy Ann were taken to VCU Medical Center from
their home next door. The Nluseum of the Confederacy. to see
if the contours inside their craniums and upper bodies were
roomy enough to carry,. the medicines.
The conclusion: yes.
The next step could be forensic testing for any traces of the
drugs.
The dolls were given to the museum by donors who said they
were used to sinuggle medicine Oast Northern blockades to
Southern troops.
Nina was donated to the museum in 1923 by. the children of
Gen. James Patton Anderson, who commanded the Tennessee
Arrny of the Confederacy. She has red felt boots.
Lucy Ann. attired in a salmon-colored cape and dress, was
given to the MUSCUM in 1976 by an anonymous donor. She is
adorned with a coral necklace.
Lucy Ann has an open gash on the rear of her bonneted head.
possibly made when its contents were emptied. Nina was likely disassembled then stitched back together.
Museum officials believe the dolls were in fact used for
smuggling in the Civil War.
"In all of the research that I have been able to do, these are
the only two confirmed smuggling dolls that I've been able to
find." said Cathertne M. Wright, collections manager ai the
museum. The X-rays were conducted as part of the museum's
continuing research of its vast Confederate holdings, believed
to be the largest in-the U.S.
"People have been so interested in children's toys and dolt,
from the Civil War in general," she said. "The smuggling
aspect is vet). captivating."
Wright carried the dolls, each 2 to 3 feet long. in a box to the
radiology department of the hospital.
Registered technologist Lanea Bare gently placed each doll
on the X-ray table, taking images of each facing up, then on
their sides. Ghostly images vvere then displayed on a screen in
the busy radiology department, drawing stares and wisecracks
from passing doctors and technicians as the dolls lay neatly
back in their box.
"Looking here, this looks like a cavity in the head and upper
chest," said Dr. Ann S. Fulcher, pointing to Nina's image on
the screen. "That's probably where the majority of the goods,
the medicine. was put."
The hospital visit was free-of-charge.
The dolls' heads and shoulders are stitched to the txxiies,
which are stuffed with wool or cotton. Safety pins used to
secure their clothing. including undergarments, were visible in
the X-rays.
The museum knows little about the dolls' silent service to the
Confederacy.
One theory is that they were purchased in Europe, then
shipped to a Southern port with the medicines stuffed in then
heads to avoid detection by the North's blockade of Southern
ports.

II Ready agenda...
From Front
leadership offices before winning any majority.
But especially in the House —
where Republicans have a clear
shot at scoring the 40-seat gain
they would need for control -they are in intense internal talks
about how a GOP-driven agenda would work.
Rep. John Boehner. in line to
become speaker under that scenario. and Rep. Eric Cantor, his
No. 2. have had initial discussions to ensure a plan is ready. a
spokesman said.
Most agree a marquee item on
a new GOP majority's agenda
would he an aggressive package
of spending cuts. on the order of
$100 billion or more, that could
also be paired with steps to
block implementation of key
parts of Obama's health care law
and new financial regulations.
What's less clear is how
Marna would respond. and
turbocharged
whether
a
Republican majority could
muster a bipartisan compromise,
especially when its freshman
class will probably have little
appetite for following any established party position or leader.
-The Repuhlican Party is still
a tattered brand. It's not as if
people are enthusiastically
embracing the Republican brand
— they're rejecting what hits
been done the last two years."
said Michael Franc of the conservative Heritage Foundation. it
House aide lialowing the 1994
Republican takeover. "They•re
going to have to do something
that is dramatic enough to say to
people.'We heard you."'
GOP leaders are working to
calibrate expectations, Franc
said. so they' don't end up being
accused of "being a fiscal
squish" if they cornpronuse on
cuRtscipublicans laid out some of
their wish-list last month in the
"Pledge to America." vAich
called for tax and spending cuts.
health care law repeal and congressional reform, among other
things. Sonic GOP leaders argue
a victor
!
. on Election Day would
give them a strong mandate to
carry. out such changes.
although many of them are likely to run into strong Democratic
opposition.
"If the public puts us in the

VOTE F T. "BUTCH" SEARGENT
FOR MAYOR
"He Understands Murray"
• Director of Planning and Engineering
• City Planner - Mayfield, KY
• Assistant lc the Director of Public Works & Utilities
• Mayor's Representative to local. regional and
state meetings.
• Planning Commission and Board of Zoning
Adjustments
• City Council (3 Terms)
• Professional Land Surveyor
• Land Use Consultant to the City of Murray
• Chamber of Commerce Board of Directoi,
• leadership Murray Alumni
• Main Streeter of the Year Award
• Task Force for MSU Master Plan
• United States Army/Honorable Discharge

21 Years in City Government
40 Years in Business
34 Years In Community Service Groups

QUALIFIED BY EXPERIENCE
www.butchseargent.com
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that
manirliy. ;hey
ihey want this to go torviard."
said Rep Kevin McCarthy. RCalif.. one of the pledge.,architects.
Mama. he added. "would he
support
in a hard position not
this."
That's not necessarily a
shared by the Senate's lop
Republican. Mitch McConnell
of Kentucky, who'll have a %ital
role leading it strengthened G(
team in that chamber. regardless
of whether the party reaches the
long-shot goal of gaining the 10
seats necessary' to get control.
"'think humility and gratitude
is the appropriate response to
the midcourse correction that I
think is coming - not. you
know, sort of chest-beating or
spiking the hall in the end tone
or acting like we have been
entrusted with the entire federal
government." McConnell said
in it recent interview. A win on
Nov. 2. he added. would he "a
good first step toward turning
the government back in the
direction that 1 and v inually
everybody in the country
aligned with our particular point
of view think is ... necessary."
(an both sides of the C'apitol.
Republicans. know they. LUX J
difficult task -- scarcely less
daunting than Obama's own
after he was elected president --in fulfilling the expectations of
angry, voters who are once again
demanding change.

CCSO: Three face burglary charges
Staff Report
I
'duals face burglary -related charges follwing an
investigation by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.
On Vrednesday at approxi1:22 p.m.. CCSO
mately
received it report of a possible
burglary in progress at 544
New
Yarborough Dr
in
Concord. according to CCSO
Captain Richard Steen. The suspect', vehicle described as a
tan-colored passenger car with
three occupants. Responding
deputies met a %chicle matching
the
one
described
on
Yarborough Drive near the residence in question. A traffic stop
was initiated and subiects were
detained. Steen said.

;An Inv estigation re% ealed th:at
all three of the individuals were
believed to he at the residence
and several items were reportedly still in the vehicle. The
three were arrested and charged
with Burglary. in the Second
Degree. Facing charges are
Penny. Waggoner. 49. Jeremy
Waggoner. 26. and Perry
Hutchins. all of Murray..
Anyone with any. information
about thefts. or any other crime,
is encouraged to contact the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office by calling 753-3151, or
by e-mail at tipsta'callkyso.com
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.

Murray man faces drug-related charges
Staff Report
man V,a, charged
A \
trafficking
drug
with
Wednesday following all undercover investigation. according
to state police.
Det. Donald Bowman and it
detective with the Pennyrile
Drug Task Force went to interview.; Brandon Smith. 19. of
1536 Diugutd Dr.. at approximately 11:33 a.m. Wednesday..
in reference to an investigation
into trafficking in narcotics.
According to a KSP release.

during the interview. Smith
reportedly. became resistant and
was placed under arrest for
Trafficking in a Controlled
Substance within 1,000 Yards
of a School. Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia and Resisting
Arrest. lie was lodged in the
C•alloway County. Jail. The
invesigation
stilt ortgoing by
Det. Donald Bowman.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
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"No New
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Angel Alert has been issued

Ayidiny

The Callcmay County Family Resource
Center is looking for a reliable vehicle to be
donated to a local family Yvith a voting child
in the hospital vvith cancer, according to
Michelle Hansen. coordinator. For more
information on hovi to donate. contact the
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Knit-wits will meet

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Thc Knit-wit, knitting group will meet Fnday
at I p.m. in the Community Room ot the
Calloway County Public Library Knitters of all
levels are welcome. For more information. call

Dot at 753-4803

FCCLA will 'trick-or-treat' for Need Line
The Calloway County High School Family. Career arid
Community Leaders of Amenca IFCCLA1 will "trick-or-treat- for
can goods to donate to Need Line on Saturday night. Oct. 30.

North Elementary PTA to hold meeting
Nonh Elementary. PTA will hold an informational meeting
tonight. 'Thursday. Oct. 28. at 5:30 p.m. at the school for anyone
interested in having a booth or volunteering at the Christmas Bazaar
on Dec. 4. Those with something unique to sell and all Direct
Marketing Groups/home party sales are welcome. North
Elementary Volunteers are encouraged to attend. For ,nore information. contact Margo Jones at mjnonhptaqyahoo.com.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler L. Wolfe
Carlin E. Courtney of Nlurray. and Ty ler L. Vstilfe ot Baton Rouge.
La.. were married on May 15. 2010. at Lake Barkley State Park
Lodge in C'adii.
The Res. Randy Phot oil iciated the ceremony. Music was provided by Mr. Zachary Hatcher. guitarist and cousin of the bride of('anhege. Mo.
The bride is the daughter
NI, Jill Courtney and the kite Dr.
1,011CS NV Counties ot NIurray.
The groom is the .son ot Nit. and Mr, Craig Rogillio of Baton
Rouge. I.a.. and NIT-. and \It, Danny Wolfe ot Houston. Texas.
The bride chose NI,. Lauren Collet- of Lottiss ille. as her maid of
Br desmaids were Ms. Addie Courtney. Ms. Jamie C'ourtney and
Ms Anne C•ounney. sisters of tht: bride: Mrs. Katie Caddas, sistern-law of the bride: Ms. Jamie Nekon and Ms. Meredith Helmer.
friends of the bride.
The room chose Mr. Pete Nochta of Louisville. as his best man.
aiThe tendanis were Mr. Jacob Caddas. brother of the
bride. Ms. Bobbie Wolfe and NI,. lemiy Wolfe. sisters ot the groom.
and Dustin lienstat. friend ot the groom.
A ring hearer was Mr. Ethan Wolfe of Houston. brother of the
groom.
A reception followed at Barkley Lodge Resort.
"The bride is a 2006 graduate of Murray High School and a 2010
graduate of Northwestern State University in Louisiana with a bach
elor's of arts. She is employed as an optician.
The groom is 2006 graduate of Central High School in Baton
Rtouge. La.. and a 2010 graduate of Nonhwestern State University.
He is currently enrolled in a master'. program at Northwestern State
University.

Mr. and Nlrs. Jacob R. Caddas
Kathryn Brovtn Heine of Paducah. and Jacob Russell Caddas of
Murray. were married on July 17. 2010. at Nladison Hall in Paducah
The Res. Gregory. Waldrop officiated the ceremony. Nlusic was
pros ided hy Nlicah Greene. guitarist. of Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Heine of
Paducah.
The groom is the son of Ms. Jill Courtney and the late Dr. James
W. Courtney. of Murray. and Chris and Vsrendy Caddas of Columbus,
Ohio.
Bridesmaids were Ms. Allyson Heine. Ms Sarah Heine and Mrs.
Meghan Hefner, all sisters of the bride.
The groom's attendants were Ms. Anne Courtney. Ms. Jamie
Courtney. Ms. Addie Courtney and Mrs. Carlin Vs'olle. all sisters of
the groom.
A ring bearer was Andy Caddas. brother of the groom.
A reception followed in Madison Hall.
'The bride is a 2004 graduate of Lone Oak High Schots1 and a graduate of Murray State University with bachelor's degree, in communication dkorders and elementary and secondary education.
The groom is a 20n2 graduate of Calloway County High School
and a graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree
in business He is a second year lays student at Mississippi College
School of Law.

The National Quilt
Museum mill hold
Need Line lists items open house Nov. 6,7
needed for pantry
Special to the Ledger

Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are spinach. green beans. tuna.
salmon. Jiffy Corn Meal mix.
instant potatoes, cereal. macaroni and cheese. instant oatmeal:
freezer/cooler items needed are
eggs. fresh fruits and vegetables. frozen meat and vegetables: personal hygiene and

cleaning supplies needed are
dish liquid. toilet paper, shatnptxs and toothpaste: also large
brown paper hags. These items
may he taken to the Need Line
building at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray.. between 10 a.m.
and -I p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Need Line is an United
NVay Agency. For information.
call 753-6333.

The National Quin Museum in
Paducah will celebrate the season and its 20th anniversary
with the annual Holiday ()pen
House on Saturday. Nov. 6.
Iron) 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. and
Sunday. NOV. 7. from 1-5 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
Bring a camera and pose in front
of the special 20th Anniversary.
decorations for a special holiday'
photograph.

"If you are searching for a
truly special gift. the Museum
gift shop is always free and features unique. fine handcrafted
regional and national artisan
giftware. including blown glass.
pottery and jewelry." said MayLouise Zumwalt. executive
director. "Vs'e also have a number of the 'Celebration' quilts
donated by the fiber artists represented in the Museum's col-

lection still as ailahle Proceeds
from the 'Celebration' quilt sale
go directly to support the
Museum." In addition. shoppers
will find Jitn Shore Collectibles.
Christmas ornaments. an assortment of souvenirs and books on
Kentucky and Paducah. and
regional cot)kbooks.

Designated as The National
Quilt Nluseum of the United
States. NQM is a nonlprolit
institution located at 215
Jefferson Street in downtown
Paducah. The Museum is open
yew-round Monday-Saturday,
10 a.m. to 5 pan. The Museum
is also open on Sundays 1-5
p.m.. April-Oct. The National
Quilt Museum is ADA compliant. The Kentucky Arts Council.
the state arts agency, supports
The National Quilt Museum
with state tax dollars and federal funding from the National
Endossiment for the Arts.

Refonness' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more infortnation or
for a nde, call the church office at 753-1834.

Make A Difference Day to be Saturday
The Murray-Calloway County community will host the 78th
"Make A Difference Day" on Saturd*, Oct. 30, from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University's Roy Stewart
Stadium. Items collected will include paper. cardboard, eyeglasses,
aluminum cans, cell phones, ink jet cartridges, clothes. prescription
drugs. plastics. tin cans, glass. used motor oil and batteries. The
Super Shredder will also be available.

'Trunk or Treat' to be held
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. 5671 Crossland
Rd., Hazel. win have a -Trunk or Treat" on Saturday, Oct. 30, from
2-4 p.m. This event is free and open to kids of all ages. For more
information. call Valerie Clark at 492-8842.

Kirksey Baptist to hold event
Kirksey Baptist Church will hold a "Trunk and Treat" on
Saturday, Oct. 30. from 5-8 p.m. in the parking lot of the church.

LBL to host Halloween weekend
Spend Halloween weekend at Lake Barkley State Park and Land
Between the Lakes. On Saturday. Oct. 30, enjoy Breakfast with the
Pelicans Cruise, live animal programs and Ghosts and Goblins
Night Tour. On Sunday, Oct 31. enjoy a Sunrise Elk and Bison
Tour. Cost is $130/person with lodging anti $75/person without
lodging. For more information, call (270)924-1131. ext. 191.
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Good Shepherd to hold sale
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will hold an indoor
yard and bake sale on Saturday, Oct. 30,from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
church, 84 Cherry Comer Road, located approximately four miles
south of Murray on Highway 121 S. Items include dishes, linens.
clothing, fumiture. baked goods, and more. The Snowflake Cafe
will have refreshments. For more information. call Charlotte
Ballard at 436-29(14.

Fall bazaar for missions to be held
Memorial Baptist Church, comer of 10th and Main Streets, will
have its annual Fall Bazaar for Missions on Saturday, Oct. 30,from
7 a.m. to I p.m. in the basement of the church. Available will be
baked goods, crafts and "attic treasures.- Have coffee with Tom and
Beata Baker, missionaries to Poland. and learn about their mission
tto the children of Southern Poland. All proceeds benefit the
church's missions.

Final safe boating class to be held
The final one-day "America's Safe Boating Class." will be held
Saturday. Oct. 30. beginning at 8 a.m. and ending at 4 p.m. at the
United Methodist Church, 214 Main Street, Cadiz. in the fellowship
hall. Entire families are welcome to attend. The cost is $25($30 for
families) for the textbooks and materials. For more information,
(270)924-0903. or e-mail maddog I 048@atthet.

Sinking Spring to hold singing

HEAVRIN SPEAKS T
director of Kentucky C
the speaker at Tuesday
Club. She described h.
Donor Registry benefit:
and tissues for tran5
Pictured with Heavrin
Linda Avery, Calloway

Sinking Spring Baptist Church will hold a Fifth Sunday Night
Singing event on Sunday. Oct. 31, at 6 p.m. with special guests.'The
Hensons. Refreshments will be served. The church is located at
4185 Wiswell Road. For more information. call 753-3289.

Senior line dance class to be offered
The Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center. located in the
Weaks Building. 607 Poplar St_ will hold free beginner line dance
classes on Mondays. from I-1:30 p.m. Classes are for those 60 and
older. For more information. call Teri Cobb at 753-0929.

Saturday, October 30th from 5-8p.m.
stop ‘‘ith )oui pdrents
your msturne and we'll treat you t()
2 Free Crispv Tacos and one Smdll Drink

%Nearing

Harpy Halloween front

TACO JOHN'S
The Fresh Taste of West-htex

Dauten,Mayfield U Murray

FREE
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3for Kids
• Face Painting & Balloons

ALL FAMILIES WELCOME

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East, Murray
270-753-7321 www.elmgrovemurray.org
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Mr. and NIrs. Michael Belcher
Megan Leigh Black. daughter of Randall and Kim Black of
!Murray. arid Michael Steven Belcher. son of Tim and Tonic Belcher
Murray. were married Saturday. July 31. 2010. at First United
Methodist Church in hlurray.
The ceremony was officiated by. the Rev s. David and Dr. Ann
Marie Montgomery
Music for the ceremony was perfonned by Jessica Moore. soprano: Rhonda Black. alto: Clark McGee. tenor: Dr. Bradley Almquist.
baritone: Kathy Gardner. violinist: Marie Taylor. pianist: and Joan
Bow-ker. organist. Selections included "Set me as a Seal upon thy
Hean- by Richarti Nance: "Meditation from Thais- by Massenet:
"Jesu. Joy. of Man•s Desiring." "Wachet at& and "Air on a G
String." all byr Bach:"Ave Maria" by. Schubert: "Arioso" by Handel:
"Hymn of Praise" by Brahms: and "Alleluia from Exsultate
Jubilate" by Mozart.
The maid of honor was Jessica Moore of Dexter. Mo. Bridesmaids
were Allison Kipphut of Murray. Carrie Bell of Murfreesboro.
Tenn.. and Sarah Caudill of Lexington.
The best man was Philip Montgomery of Murray. Grminismen
were Reid Kirkpatrick of Beaufort. S.C.. Jonathan Belcher. brother
of the groom. and Brad Black. brother of the bride. both from
Murray.
The flower girl. Amelia Garrison of Louisville, is the daughter of
Walt and C'ecilia Garrison. Ushers were Sam Trevathan and Chase
Bryant. both of Murray.
The reception was held following ths: ceremony in the Murray
Vvtaman's Club House. Music was provided by. Kathy. Gardner. violinist: and razz t'ombo. Grumpy Old /
11
4kn.
The bride is a 2004 graduate of Mun-ay. High School and a 2009
graduate of Murray State University. with a bachelor's degree in
English Education. She is currently a post-graduate student in
English at Trinity College on .1 Rotary. Ainbassadorial Scholarship.
The grooms a 24X/3 graduate of Murray High School and a 2()08
graduate of NItirray State University' with a bachelor's degree in
Journalism and Film Studies. He is currently. a graduate student at
Murray State 4..•ni ersity. study ing abroad at Dublin City University.
The couple currently reside in Dublin. Ireland.
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HEAVRIN SPEAKS TO LIONS: Shelly Heavrin, executive
director of Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks Trust For Life, was
the speaker at Tuesday's, Oct. 26. dinner meeting of the Lions
Club. She described how signing up for the Kentucky Organ
Donor Registry benefits Kentuckians by ensuring that organs
and tissues for transplants are available when needed.
Pictured with Heavrin are Lions President Jim Nance and
Linda Avery, Calloway County circuit court clerk.
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Quilt
Appraisal
day to be
Nov. 18
Special to the Ledger
Qu,i; Museum
1 tic
will offer a Quilt Appraisal Day
for the public on Thursday. Nov.
18. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
museum in Paducah
Nationally known appraiser
Gerald Roy of Warner. N.H..
will offer professional assessments of quilts both new and
old. Each appraisal consists of
description of the quilt in term,
of pattern. fabrics. techniques.
quality of construction. condi
non. confirmation of information known by the current
ovvner. replaeement value and
an approximate date of quilt.
"The quilt appraisal day is a
fundraising event to support the
care and conservation needed to
preserve
Museum's
the
Founders Collection of Quilts...
said May Louise Zumwalt.
Executive Director of The
National Quilt Museum. "This
event is a great opportunity for
people to learn more atxtut a
family treasure for estate planning or to verify the value for
insurance purposes."'
Each quilt appraisal costs $50
and takes about 30 minutes. Preregistration with a $20 deposit is
required. For more information.
contact the museum at (270i
442-8856 or infokiquiltinuseum.com.
Designated as The National
Quilt Museum of the United
States. NQM is a non-profit
institution located at 215
Jefferson Street in downtown
Paducah. The Museum is open
year-round Monday-Saturday.
10 a m. - 5 p.m. The Museum is
also open on Sundays 1-5 p.m..
Apnl-Oct. The National Quilt
Museum is ADA compliant. The
Kentucky Arts Council. the state
arts agency. supports The
National Quilt Museum with
state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

Merryman
House asks
for needs

WALKING: The Murray Warrior All-Star cheerleaders recently participated in the Heart VValk
on Saturday, Oct. 23. They are pictured before the event with their parents, siblings and
coaches.

Darnell graduates with honors
Chelsea Nik:ole Darnell graduated summa cum laude from
the University of Kentucky. at
the graduation ceremony on
Saturday. May 8. She received a
bachelor's of science degree in
business and economics with
majors in economics and
Spanish and a bachelor's of arts
degree in political science and
international studies.
Darnell was a Singletary
Scholar. UK's highest academic
scholarship award. anti was in
the Honors Program. She was
also awarded the Chellgren
Fellowship and the Honors
Program Skills Development
Award.
While at UK. Darnell served
in a variety of leadership positions including president of the
Economics Society and Beta
Gamma Sigma as well as vice
president of Omicron Delta
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Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested
help for items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaced
from their permanent homes
due to violence. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items needed are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper.
paper towels. razors. feminine
hygiene products. shamptxi and
conditioner. dish soap. laundry
detergent. bleach. cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For
more information on how. and
where to make a donation, call
759-2373. All donations are tax
deductible. Merryman House is
a 'nited A'av- agency.

To place an
ad call
753-1916 %°/

Kappa She also volunteered in
the Junior Achievement program and as an ESL instructor
for Bluegrass Literacy. Her
international
experiences
include study abroad trips to
Republic. Ecuador.
Czech
Vietnam and Costa Rica.
Darnell is currently attending
the University of Pennsylvania
Law. School in Philadelphia.
Penn. According to U.S. News
and Vv•orld Report for 2010. U.
Penn. Law School was ranked
seventh in the nation. She was
awarded the Levy Scholarship.
the university's highest merit
based scholarship.
Darnell is a 2006 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
She is the daughter of Susan and
Kenny Arington of Fayetteville.
Ga. and the late Larry. Darnell.
She is the granddaughter of
Walter and Carolyn Byars of
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Kentucky Dam Village hosts storytelling conference
Special to the Ledger
Got a Stor.'.' You can win at
Story. Slam. hosted by the
Kentucky
Storytelling
Asstx:iation at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park. as
part of the seventh annual
Kentucky
Storytelling
Conference.
The Story Slam will be
Friday, Nov. 12, from 10-11:30
p.m. Anyone may enter.
Contestants must tell a story in
under five minutes. with no
notes or reading allowed. Judges
assign a score to each tale. Tied
scores are broken by a threeminute. and then a one-minute
round. as needed.

Earlier in the evening. everyone is invited to participate in an
open-mike storytelling froni 89:30 p.m. There is no judging at
open mike, but there is a
10-minute time limit. A Friday
night admission fee of $5 per
person or $10 per family provides entry. to both Friday night
open mike and the Story' Slam.
An evening of open mike storytelling will also bc on Saturday
night from 8-1(1p.m.
People wanting to team more
about the art of storytelling will
want to attend the complete
Kentucky.
Storytelling
Conference. Friday evening
events. plus workshops and

more open mikes during the day
on Saturday, followed by the
Saturday evening open mike are
all included in the full conference registration fees. Registei
online at www.kystory.org or by
mail to KSA, P 0 Box 4148,
Frankfort. KY 4060.1-4148.
Both ()pen mike evenings
include a special performance
by Octavia Sexton. the featured
conference storyteller. Octavia
Sexton grew up in the
Appalachian tradition and of
storytelling and her stories are
ax)ted in the fascinating history
of her family. Her English/lrish
ancestors migrated to Kentucky
from Furore bringing their sto-

ries with them. Her maternal
and patemal great grandinothers
were Cherokee storytellers from
North Carolina. Octavia reflects
the melding of these culturally
different oral traditions. Shc
shares the legends. tales and
superstitions from her distinctive oral herttage in a delightfully exuberant performance. Her
natural dialect transports the listener into the mountains of

Kentucky where haints - or
ghosts - chill your bkx)d, Jack
tickles your funny tx)ne, and the
hills and hollers are full of surprises.
With a degree in history and
English education and years of
teaching and writing experience,
Octavia has the toots to present
and teach an appreciation for
Kentucky heritage as well as for
individual stories. She has per-

the nation and
loi rued
presented educational art programs to thousands of learners.
Her pertermance venues include
hundreds of schools and festivals - as well as television and
radio programs.
To learn more about the
Kentucky
Storytelling
Conference, visit www.kystory.org, call (859) 734-3194, or
email conference@kystory.org.
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AWARD-WINNING QUARTET: The Murray State Saxophone Quartet I competed and won
the Music Teachers National Association State Chamber Music Competition held in Louisville
on Oct. 24. They will now represent the state of Kentucky by advancing to the Division
Competition held at Columbus State University in Columbus, Ga. from Jan. 14-17, 2011.
Members, pictured from left to right, include James-Kyle Damron of Murray on baritone sax,
Steven Wiggins of Madisonville on tenor sax, Courtney Harrison of Cadiz on alto sax and
Johnathan Torsak of Murray cn soprano sax. The quartet are students of Scott Erickson,
Professor of Saxophone.

Cinema International closes fall season
Special to the Ledger
Murray Slate University's
Cinema International program
continues on Oct. 28-30. with
Red Cliff, a 2009 film from
China. The film is in Mandarin
with English subtitles, and is
rated R.
The tale is told from the perspective of two old friends.
Viceroy Zhou Yu anti Liu Bei's
brilliant strategist Zhuge Liang.

Outnumbered five to one, the
warlord Liu Bei must combine
forces with Sun Quan in order to
fend off the depredations of a
massive army led by the Han
Dynasty etnperor's ambitious
General Cao Cao. Tile arrows
fly like hailstones and the traditional values of honor. dignity.
and sacrifice mark the legendry
208 A.D. battle that heralded the

end °rifle Han Dynasty.
The film stars Tony Lcu
Takeshi Kaneshiro. Zhang
Fengyi and Chang Chen.
Students, faculty. staff and
community members are invited
to all Cinema International
films. There is no charge for
admission. Films begin at 7:30
p.m. nightly in the Cunis Center
Theater.

Arts in the Region
•There will be a Murray State
University Orchestra concert at
7.30 tonight (Thursday) in
Lovett Auditonum

• The Quad State Senior
Choral Festival will be held at
6:30 p.m. Monday in Lovett
Auditorium.

• Guest guitarist David
Asbury will perform at 7.30 p.m.
Friday at the Performing Arts
Hall in MSU's Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.

• A Woodwind Chamber
Music Recital will be held at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday at the
Performing Arts Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" Friday and Saturday.
For details and show times. visit
www.maidenalleycinema org.
The River's Edge Film Festival
will be Nov. 4-7

• There will be a Percussion
Ensemble Concert at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 4, in Lovett
Auditorium.

• The
MSU
Student
Government Association and
Campus Activities Board presents "The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" at 8 p m. Saturday in the
Curris Center Ballroom. with a
performance from the band Sock
Buskin.
• The Lakeland Artisans Guild
presents the fourth annual Fine
Art and Craft Show at Broadbent
Square in Cadiz near the 1-24
exit It will be open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Sunday.
• The Paducah School of Art
will host a faculty exhibition at
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College's Clemens
Fine Arts Center through
Friday.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the George Strait
Tribute Show with Ryan Ross at
8 p.m. Saturday. At 10.30 a.m.
each Sunday, they also host
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church.
For tickets to the shows, call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.

• The Kenneth Weedman
Sculpture exhibit runs at the
Janice Mason Art Museum in
downtown Cadiz through Nov.
28. The museum is open
Tuesday through Saturday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays
frorn 1-4 p.m.

Run/Walk begins at 10:00 a.m.
Trick or Treat Trot at 10:30 a.m.
Hosted by Exercise and Cancer Recovery, the second
annual Halloween Hustle 5K Run/Walk and Trick or
Treat Trot will benefit cancer survivors taking back their
lives with exercise. Runners and spectators are encouraged (but not required) to attend irk Fialloween attire and
prizes will be given ft-kr the best costumes. The trot is a
walk_ for candy around the practice football field next to
-•

4r-

Roy Stewart Stadium.

To donate, register, volunteer, or become a sponsor
of this year's run, please email
tiffanynstangerCagmail.com or
contact Tiffany Stanger at 270-316-6250.

REGISTRATION FEES
5K Run or Fun Walk: $20
(Free t-shirt with early registration)
Trick or Treat Trot: $10 (For ages 10 & under)

Registration and
info at:
www.murraystate.edu/ecr

ECR

To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact h'avvlons
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercom

• The Carson Center in downtown
Paducah
presents
MercyMe
7.30
at
p.m
Thursday, Nov. 4 and :Terra's
Angels Presents Diamond Rio"
at 7 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 6. For
tickets, visit www.thecarsoncenter.org or call (270) 450-4444.

RSEC B

Exercise & Cancer Recovery
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• There will be a Faculty
Voice Recital at 7:30 p m
Friday, Nov. 5. at the
Performing Arts Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

401

it Ct. E
40 IL'

t.)

402
• v. a I
vw 0
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• A Jazz Ensernble Concert
will be performed at 7:30 p.m
Tuesday, Nov. 9 in Lovett
Auditorium.

a

ea a.

• Katy Green, soprano. will
perform a senior recital at 3:30
p.m. Saturday, Nov. 6 at the
Performing Arts Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center and Abby
Richmond, soprano. will perform
a senior recital al 6 p.m. Flautist
Caroline Weiland will perform a
senior recital at 7:30 p.m.
• Trumpet player Alex
Normansell will perform a senior
recital at 3.30 p.m_ Sunday,
Nov. 7. at the Performing Arts
Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Grant Jones will perform
a senior recital at 6 p.m. in the
same location

_

40%
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()•

r- 50•

Saturday; November 6 2010-7 30 p
Touch of Classsical Pre-Conceri-Chat at 7 00 p
• WestSide
:flaptittchucrcehrtopfroMgurrorm
a
.e th•v

ocAsi

- •Cherubini's.Symphony in D mai°
's Symph•ay No
Ga.

41, — 1
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0
"
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Interesting Music In Interesting Spaces
TWO Concerts with Family Prices

Saturday March 19, 2011-7 30 p
Touch of Closs-ical Pre Concert Chat at 7 00 p
First Baphst Church of raduca
Concert Progr am.
Biters Sympheny No. 1 in C m
mendeinohn S
tiCiay..010.5 op 107 in D

For Tickets or More Information.

270.444.0065
www.paducohsyrn hony.org
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Early goals shut down Murray
EXPERIVACE CARRIES DAVIESS, BUT
YOUNG LADY TIGERS ornmisTic
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Walking off the pitch atter Wednesday
night's sectional final. Daviess County
head coach David Sandifer had some
encouraging words for Mun-ay High's
Mickey' McCuiston.
"Coach Sandifer told me we are in the
exact Sallie place his team wiLs in two
years ago," McCuiston said. "And he told
me how tough we are going to be to beat
next year."
Encouraging for McCuiston and his
Lady Tigers in that this year's junior-andsenior-laden Lady Panthers are final four
bound for a second-consecutive year after
defeating Murray High Wednesday night
3-0.
Day less County tumed up the offensive
pressure on the opening kickoff. sending

the ball deep into Murray territory, and
essentially keeping it there until junior
Taylor Wingfield gave Daviess 1-0 lead
just two minutes into the game.
"I knew their plan was going to be to
put a lot of pressure on us early,"
McCuiston said. "I told our girls that and
told them to be ready. because they are
going to come hard early with three forwards and try to catch a break on us in the
attacking third. and that's what they did."
Daviess County added another goal
twelve minutes later at the 26-minute
mark to go up 2-0, this tirne off the foot of
junior Jessica Lashbrook. and took that
lead into halftime.
Forty seconds into the second frame.
Daviess took the same plan of att3ck at the
Murray High defense that they had in the
first. and capitalized again, with

WEEK 10
SCOREBOARD
Murray at
Crittenden Co.

Heath at
Lone Oak

Warren East at
Trigg Co.
Ballard Memorial at
Webster Co.
Hopkins Co. Central at
Union Co.
Christian Co. at
Bowling Green

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CIASS 1A, Dismicr 1
9-0
7-2
4-5
1-8
0-9

CLASS 2A, Disnila 1
4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

9-0
6-3
3-6
4-5
0-9

CLASS 2A, DisTRicr 2
O'boro Cath. 3-0
Fort Campbell 2-1
Hancock Co. 1-2
Todd Co. Cent. 0-3

Wednesday, Oct. 27
Sectional Round (at home sites)
St Henry 3 Fort Thomas Highlands 0
Lou DuPont Manual 3 Central Hardin 1
Daviess Co 3 Murray G
Lex Christian 1. Lex Tates Creek 0

Wednesday. Nov. 3
Final Four(at Toyota Stadium. Georgetown)
St Henry vs Lou DuPont Manual. 6 p m
Davress Co vs Lexington Chnshan, 8 p m

Lashbrook recording her second goal ot
the night at the 39-minute mark.
"They jumped on us really early.hIcCuiston said. "They had two quick
goals and I have been saying all year that
it we can set the tempo and style of play
and we aren't playing from behind, then
we are tough to beat. We got down early
though."
Murray' High and Daviess had met once
•See LADY TIGERS. 28

PREP FOOTBALL: MURRAY AT CRITTENDEN CO.
FRIDAY II 7:30 P.M.

8-1
3-6
6-3
4-6

OFFENSE
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
The circumstances surrounding Friday night's matchup are
all too familiar for Murray
High.
On a rainy night last
October, in their final regular
season game, the Tigers
clinched perfection, taking
down Crittenden County 24-7
to finish the year 10-0 for the
first time since 1993.
Now. as Murray High stands
on the threshold of a secondconsecutive undefeated season,
it is those same Rockets standing in their way once again,
only this year, the venue is
much different.
•See TIGERS

28

Friday
Murray at Crittenden Co.
When: 7 30 p m
Where: Rocket Stadium (Manon, Ky
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
Records: Murray 9-0 (4-0 1-2A1, CC
7-2(3-1 1-1A)
Last meeting: Murray won 24 7 in
2009

RICKY MARTIN

3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

PREP FOOTBALL: CALLOWAY CO. AT GRAVES CO.
FRIDAY•7:30 P.M.•EAGLE FIELD

A matter of
pride

8-2
7-2
3-6
0-9

CLASS 4A, Disnucr 1
2-0
Lone Oak
Hopkins Cent. 1-1
Calloway Co. 0-2

s T,rries

Murray linebacker Matt Deese lays into Heath wide receiver Alex Graham during the Tigers' 49-0 win last Friday at Ty
Holland Stadium. This week, Murray travels to Class lA power Crittenden County in search of their second-consecutive undefeated regular season.

CLASS 3A, Disnucr 1
Pad Tilghman
Union Co.
Webster Co.
McLean Co.

ROCKET S1ADIUM

FOR 10-0,
LOOK TO
CONTAIN
DIVERSE

Fulton City at
Reidland

Murray
Caldwell Co.
Trigg Co.
Reidland
Heath

'This Week
KHSAA State Tournament

TIGERS GO

Caldwell Co. at
Mayfield

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

Murray junior
✓ ictoria
batVerburg
tles
Daviess
County's
Paige Kramer
for possession
d uring
Wednesday's
Sectional
game
at
Mallary France
S occer
Complex. The
Lady
Tigers
fell 3-0.

Perfect again?

Calloway Co. at
Graves Co.

Mayfield
Crittenden Co.
Ballard Mem.
Fulton Co.
Fulton City

RICKY MARTIN
Ledger S T111,e,

8-1
3-6
2-7

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
Allen Co.-Scot.
Franklin-Simp.
Russell Co.
Warren East
Logan Co.

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

9-0
5-4
5-4
2-7
1-8

MCKEEL WANTS TO SEE EMOTION OUT OF
STRUGGLING LAKERS

CLASS SA, DISTRICT 1
Christian Co.
Owensboro
Mad.-N. Hop.
Ohio Co.
Hopkinsville

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

8-1
6-3
4-5
1-8
3-6

CLASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Henderson Co. 5-0
4-1
Graves Co.
Marshall Co.
3-2
O'boro Apollo 2-3
Muhlenberg Co.1 -4
Daviess Co.
0-5

7-2
4-5
4-6
2-7
2-7
2-7

GREG WADDELL

Ledger

Times

Calloway County quarterback Tyler Greer throws during
last week's 50-42 loss at Hopkins County Central.

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
With their playotT destiny.
settled and, a first-round road
trip to Franklin-Simpson on the
agenda two weeks from now.
head coach Josh McKeel said
this Friday night's matchup
with Graves County is about
pride.
As the Lakers prepare for
their final regular season game.
McKee! said right nois is an
odd time for a team to try to
reverse fortune in ternis ot
effort. but better late than

Friday
cailoway co. at
Graves Co.
whem
when::7E3Zie° "'Field (Mayfield Ky )
Radio: WAAJ 09 7 FM
Records: CC 2-7 (0-2 1-4A1 GC 4-5
(4-1 1.6Ai

Last meeting: Graves won 27-7 in
2039

never.
"This game is :Mout pride."
he said. "It's about the tact that
you are getting to put the helmet and shoulder pads on

again. and that's what it should
have always been about. pride
and playing for youself and
playing for Calloway County.
"That's really what it conies
down to this week."
week's test
This
for
Calloway comes in the form ot
Graves County's offensive
wing-T package. as the Laker%
put their emphasis on stopping
the duo of senior quarterback
Larry Brown and sophomore
running back Zack Katzman.
See

LAKERS,2E

SPonrs
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From Page 1B
After last year's game untie'.
the lights at R01, Sit:Wart
Stadium. Murray High v).ill
head for Marion Friday night.
capping oft stretch of games
that saw them play three of
their final four game% on the
road.
Murray High head coach
Steve Duncan is expecting a
similar battle to the one his
team saw a year ago — a game
in hich early. in the first quarter. the Tigers fell behind for
the first time all season.
'The difference this year in
terms of preparation for
Duncan. however. is getting his
teani to re-group after a 49-0
dismantling of district foe
Heath. a game in which Duncan
said his team wavered a bit
from what they had been doing.
"We saw a couple of things
we need to do better." he said.
"Last Friday. defensively, not
e•ery.one WaS doing their job.
so v,.e have to get back to that.
"We have to realize that
once we got up on Heath. it
made things a lot easier for us.
hut Crittenden is a whole different team."
Acknow[edging the familiarity
and
comfortability
Crittenden will have in stepping
onto their own field Friday
night. Duncan said his team is
working to adopt an "anywhere.

no matter what.- philosophy.
"We want to get to where if
we are playing in a parking lot
and no one is watching that we
can do our job, so that's what
we are going to try to do Friday
nignt." Duncan said. "We want
to channel everything else out.
and just have our guys do what
they are supposed to do."
In doing so. the Tigers will
need Class 2A's best defense to
keep performing, as they step
onto the field against a multifaceted and well-disguised
Crittenden offense.
The R(•ckets will attack the
Tiger defense with multiple formations, including the spread
attack. the pro-I set and the
Inside each of those formations. Crittenden County can do
many things well. and will utilize several variations of
sweeps. counters and screens to
try to keep the Murray High
defense guessing.
"It's difficult planning for
their offense." Duncan said.
"because we have to practice
for three different offenses. We
have been working this week
on preparing for those different
looks. but they don't make
many mistakes and they run the
ball very well."
The Rockets rely. on an athletic offensive line, with every
starter coming in between 210-

260 pounds and standing six
foot or taller. and will ofien pull
one or two of their guards or
tackles to block upheld.
The Tigers' defense is as
prepared as any, however. to
disrupt
the
rhythm
of
Crittenden's front fi e.
Murray. High's defensive
unit has allowed just over six
points per contest this season.
and has solidified itself as one
of the state's most opponunistic. forcing 31 turnovers this
season. behind 22 interceptions
and eight recovered fumbles.
"They are big.- Duncan said.
"And one of their strengths is in
their offensive line. and it's a
big strength for them. les g,oing
to he a huge challenge for us.
but our line and defense is one
of our strengths trx), so we are
going to have them ready' to
play."
Crittenden ha% alreaey fallen
to one 2A First District opponent this season. dropping a 44? loss to Caldwell County in
their fifth game of the season.
Murray
High
defeated
Caldwell two weeks ago on the
road by a score of 20-6. but
Crittenden was down to their
third-string quarterback in their
loss to David Barnes' Tigers.
For Duncan and his Tigers,
the focus Friday night is based
on the pursuit of history'
through each player's role in

the game.
"You can't t:ontiol the guy
next to y ou or the guy across
rom you.- Duncan said
"There's only one. and our guy s
need to get complete control ()I
that guy.. and sometimes that's
hard enough to do.
"In history, this game Will
make a difference if we win.
but in terms of next Friday after
this one. there are only two
things that will happen. we are
either going to win or lose. and
that is when the games are most
important. in the playoffs."
2010 TIGER STATS
Murray
142 91 62 51 —
Opponents 0 30 20
6 —

336
56

TEAM STATISTICS
MHS
OPP
FirSI Downs

Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp-An-Int
Total Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards

118
91
341-2122 215-466
348
1062
14-31.2 96-216-22
2431
1470
15-7
16-9
58-528
38-129

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
114-592 14TD
Davis 59-423 3TD Duncan 49-391 5
TD Fields 32-280 4TD K Deese 30196 2TD
16-76 2TD Holland
13-73 Craton 6-39 Stephens 1.30
Stubblefield 4-25 Humphrey 4-16 TD
Boone 8-14 Skinner 1-, 2 I LE. 4-I -9,
PASSING
K Deese 14-26 1 348 911)
M Deese 0-1-0 Ounc.in 0-2-1 0
Boone 0-2-0
RECEIVING - Foster 4-121 4TD Cherry
4-115 2TO Stephens 3 76 2TD M
Deese 1-24 TD Fields 1 16
1-i -4)

Rouses — M Deese

As for Katzman, the underclassman leads the Eagles in
total rushing yards with 747.
eclipsing senior running back
Zach Crawford last week after
Crawford missed with an ankle
.injury he suffered two weeks
ago against Henderson County.
Crawford, who is Graves'
main scoring threat, tried to
play during the first half of last
week's game against Apollo.
but ended up leaving after the
pain became too severe.
The senior tailback has
recorded nine touchdowns in
eight games this season. and is
expected to return to the
Eagles' backfield this week to
join Katzman. If Crawford is
unable to go. senior Evan Smith
will get the nod alongside
Katzman, and provides more of
a speed burst for Graves.
McKeel said a sense of
urgency has started to creep in

for his team. as this year's
squad has only two guaranteed
games remaining in Graves and
their first-round opponent
Franklin-Simpson. and even
though the Graves game isn't
their last, McKeel said he hope
his team treats it as so.
in ways, I wish they would
play like it was," he said.
"That's what we have been trying to do since week one, is
play like it's our last game. We
need to go out and sell out and
do what wt. are supposed to do.
"I hope we have that sense
of urgency Friday night, but
also hope that it's a pride thing.
You only get so many opportunities to put the pads on and to
do those things, regardless of
how well we play, we have two
more guaranteed. and after
Friday it's lose and go home."
The Laker defense has given
up 203 points in their last four

games. but have faced the likes
of Paducah Tilghman and Lone
Oak, both of whom played tor a
state title last season. MCI' that
span.
McKee! said the issue plaguing his team has nothing to do
with the personnel physically.
but mentally, as his defense has
y.et to garner any momentum
over the past few weeks.
For the LakerS. McKee]
believes Friday night's test at
Graves County can offer a solution to many of their problems,
but said his team will need to
rely on a sound defensive effort
if they want to pick up a win
before the playoffs.
"Offensively, we have some
momentum moving forward.
but we have ro find ourselves."
McKee! said. "We have got to
play defense and we have to
play it with some emotion. We
have been talking about that.
and we have lost the emotional
aspect of football ... you cannot
play football well v..ithout emotion."
2010 LAKER STATS

DEPENDABLE

Calloway
36
Opportenis •03

S30
577HL

STORE
REBATE
•

,

$29995

68 - 212
101 - 388

TEAM STATISTICS
CCHS
OPP

Van Haverstock

Slot. Auto

SCOREBOARD
Baseball Glance
All Times CDT
WORLD SERIES
Wednesday. Oct. 27

2010 Postseason

San FranciSCo 11 Texas 7. Sai
Francisco leads seres 1-0
Thursday. Oct. 28
Texas"Non 15-13 at San Francisco
(Caen 13-11) 6 57 p m
Saturday. Oct. 30
San Francisco iSanchez 13-9) at Texas
(Lewis 12 13) 5 57 p m
Sunday, Oct. 31
San Francisco illumgarnei 7-61 at
Texas (Hunter 13-4), 7 20 p m
Monday, Nov. 1
San Francisco at Texas it necessary
6 57 p m
Wednesday, Nov. 3
Texas at San Francisco if necessary
p
57
6
Thursday, Nov. 4
Texas al San Francisco if necessary
6 57 p m

0

1 000

1

Central Division
W
Pct GB
Cleveland
1
01 000 ---

KEN,I t

C
Ayr,
0
1 000
Detf oit
1 000
0
Holand
1 000
0
ee.
C)
1 000
WESTERN CONFERENCE

1
1
1

Southwest Division
W L Pct
Dallas
New Orleans
San Antonio
Memphis
Houston

GB
01 000 -01 000 01 000 -1 000
2 000 1 1 '2

1
0
0

Northwest Division
W L Pct
Portland
Denver
Oklahoma City
Minnesota
Utah

GB
01 000 —
01 000 1 2
01 000 1 '2
1000 112
1 000 1 1 ,2

2
1
1
0
0

Pacific Division
W L Pct
Golden State
L A Lakers
Sacramento
L A Clippers

Phoeno

1
1
1

01 000
01 000
01 000

0
0

1 000
1 000

GB
-

1

Wednesday's Games
Cleveland 95, Boston 87
New Jersey 101 Detroit 98
Miami 97. Philadelphia 87
New York 98 Toronto 93
Atlanta 119 Memphis 104
Sacramento 117. Minnesota 116

New Orleans 95. Milwaukee 91
Oklahoma CPly 106. Chicago 95
'Dallas 101. Charlotte 86
San Antonio 122 Indiana 109
Denver 110. Utah 88
Golden State 132. Houston 128
Portland 98, L.A Clippers 88
Thursday's Games

wasninoton at Orlando, 7 p m
Phoenix at Utah, 9 30 p m

FOOTB

Cats' bowl hopes rest on
shaky run ID'
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) --W'hen Kentucky defensive coordinator Sieve Brown was asked
if he's confident the Wildcats
could stop Mississippi State's
rushing attack on Saturday, he
stammered a bit before answering.
Brown didn't say he wasn't
confident. But with the skill of
an incumbent during election
season. he filibustered and never
exactly said yes. either.
"Well. I mean. I'd like to
think that I'm extremely confident." Brown said. "But it boils

From Page 1B
this season at the Daviess County
Classic. where the Lady Panthers
took a 2-1 victory.
In that game. it was Murray
High who jumped out to an early
lead. but could not fight off the
high-powered attack of Davies%
down the stretch. falling in what
N1cCuiston called "a hard fought
game the whole way."
'The focus for N1urray High
nov.. moves toward improving
and building from their most successful season since before a
majonty of their players were
honi.
After kn(x:king off Marshall
County and canceling the Lady
Nlarshals' plans of a 16th-straight
regional title. McCuiston said he
is proud of his team's run as one
of the final eight teams standing

at Traders Mall Off of 124 Exit- 16
Ireaa
---11
V

November 6th & 7th
•
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. orSuilday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Ao

Tables S45.00
Admission S5.00 • Kids 12 & Under Free
Register tor a gun giveaway!
•BUY ..SEILL OR TRADE

T /Tv,

270-521-0111159

'49995

•

4j,

down to the human factor to see
how games go. We're going to
play one play at a time and try to
stop their offense. And not just
the run, but whatever they do."
Kentucky's defensive front
hasn't done much to instill confidence in its coordinator. The
Wildcats (4-4. 1-4 SEC) rank
I I th in the Southeastern
Conference in rustling defense
through eight games, giving up
I 76.1 yards per game. They've
given up 22 touchdowns on the
ground, easily the most in the
SEC.

4
.
1111111111PIP'
10,4014,0

in 2010.
"I told them after the game
how proud I was of them, and
that it was a good run," he said.
"I told them it was alright to be
disappointed and to be sad, but to
take this game and the opportunity that we had to play in a sectional final. and build on it for
next year."
With Murray High's young
roster, and the fact they graduate
only' two seniors off this year's
squad — Sarah Wooten and
Hannah McAllister — the Lady
Tigers' run into the state playoffs
this year may be what propels
them even further next .season.
"We are young," McCuiston
said. "We have quite a few juniors and sophomores and 1 think
we have a lot to build on. We
have a great opportunity to do
some great things here over the
next couple of y.ears.
"I told our team. and especially the two seniors, to use this loss
as a leaming experience as they
move on in life. Sometimes you
win and sometimes you lose, but
you take those experiences and
try to draw. something positive
from them and move on to what's
next."
What's next for Murray. High?
Defending their First Region
championship next season.

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
MurrayHomeAndAuto.net
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ININviDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Treadawai 80-361 3TD
Powell 40-176 TO_ Greer 93-154 TD
Fnednch 4-35 Cowen 11-24 Starks
1-10, S Treadway 2-7
PASSING — Greer 133-285-15 2186
19TD,
Cowen
3.4-1
4
TD
Schwettman 1.1.0 11
RECEIVING — Friedrich 40.887 8TD
Starks 45-644 8TD, Thompson 24-413
4TD. Cowen 15-130, Billingion 6-36.
Treadway 2.35. Powell 2-16 Irwin 211 Greer 1-6 TD

STIRL Ilvms Sear

GREAT VALUE

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY .753-3415

•Lady Tigers

THIS TIME
I WANT SOMETHING

REAL MEN
VVEAR CHAPS

Haverstock Insurance

Charlotte

From Page 1B
Out oi the v..ing-T. Graves is
not only effective running the
hall. but Brown is an efficient
passel. and the Lakers' defense.
).• hich has struggled as of late.
must prepare to stop both.
"You don't see that offensive
package very often," McKeel
said. "It's one of those things
where you have to be disciplined, which is somethiag we
definitely were not last week.
"We have struggled defensively for the last couple of
weeks ... so we have our hands
full there."
Brown has completed over
50 percent of his passes this
season and distributes the football fairly efficiently with senior wideout Aaron Cooper serving as his favorite target.
Cooper has reeled in 38
catches on the season for 362
yards and a touchdown.

Lool

Sponsored Ri

National Basketball Association
All Tomes CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct GB
New Jersey
01 000 —
New York
01 000 —
Boston
1
1 500 1/2
Philadelpnia
1 000
O
1
Toronto
O
1 000
1
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Atiarita
1
01 000 —
Miami
1 500 1'2
Orlando
O 0 000
1'2
Washington
O
0 000 1'2

•Lakers

'

..O'CiONLPMESICIPAIINE12

/
1
4

Closin6 61,14 Me,...5eason!
LAST DAY SUNDAY, OCT. 31st
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Serving Breakfast. Lunch & Dinner
Motel• Pontoon and Jetskl Rentals
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
270-436-5496
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

NO, I C
SCHOOL
505PEN
FOR Oh
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W
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1
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01 000 1 ,2
1
O
1 000 1 1'2
O
1 000 1 1'2
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W
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1
O
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Apology won't heal massage
therapist's broken fingers

len years ago
Radio Auction will be Oct. 27Published Is a picture of Cal- 29. according to David Bogard,
DEAR ABBY: MN husband. down the
loway County High School stu- chairman.
steps. we saw a wedchildren and I isere sisiting our ding was
dent Ashley. Peters as she places
Forty years ago
about to start. I love
friend
"Rosemary" ind her hus- weddings and wanted
her ballot in the box during
Clyde Steele. sheriff of Calto watch
band. Our boys were playing with the ceremony
lunch Enda). The school's Y Club low.ay
. The idea made my.
County. reminds citizens
water guns in the front yard. One friend a little
sponsored a school-wide election. of Callowa
uncomfortable. but
y County' to pay their
of them opened Rosemary's car I saw no
The Murray Bank added four taxes by Oct.
problem with it. We
31 to take advandoor to block himself from his were about
nes% staff members: Elizabeth tage of
100 feet away from
the two percent disbrother's line of tire Rosemary. the event and
Smith. Sondra Waldrop. Nakem count.
didn't interfere or
underst
andmingle
with any of the peopli:
Jones and Amy Mills.
Army Specialist Four Hugh
ably.
.
became
involved
. We left as soon as the
Recently
reported
births T. Raspberry was airlifted
upset
from
and ceremony' finished. Of course, I
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fort
Campbell Army Airfield on
went 10 shut wouldn't think of inviting ourRob Logan. a boy to Mr. and Oct.
9 to Germany' to particithe
door selves to the reception.
Mrs. Mark Jackson; and a boy pate
before
with approximately. 11.000
the
My friend and I didn't argue.
to Mr. and Mrs. Brent Brown. troops
interior of her I'm just curious about whether
in Exercise Reforger II.
Twenty years ago
vehicle
got watching the wedding was inapAn eight bottle carton of 16
Murray' Mayor Bill Cherry and ounce
soaked.
As propnate under those circumPepsi-Cola is listed as
Murray Police Department have selling
she
did so. stances. -- LOVES THE POMP
for 69 cents with botset Halloween "trick or treat" tles in
our
son IN DAYTON. OHIO
the ad for Storey's Food
slammed the
hours for 5-7 p.m. on Oct. 31. Giant
DEAR LOVES THE POMP:
this week.
Dear
Abby
door
and Because the wedding was held in
Published is a picture of Dr.
Fifty years ago
caughi
her a public place and you kept your
Ronald Kurth. president of MurThe Murray Civitan Club has
By Abigail
hand in it, distance. there was no reason why
ray State University, as he greets endorse
d the bond issue of the
breaking two pausing to watch the ceremony
Van Buren
L.D. Miller at a dedication of city
and county for the confingers.
was inappropriate. Nor was there
the France E. Miller Golf Course structio
We
n of a new hospital.
apologized
profusely, any reason fur the wedding party
Clubhouse on Kentucky 280.
thought
all was forgiven and to expect complete privacy
according to John L. Williams.
Fourteen members of the Mur- club presiden
retumed home. A week ago, we
•••••
t.
ray State University equestrian
received a letter from Rosemary
Published is a picture of perDEAR ABBY: I have a wonteam earned first-place recogni- sonnel
stating that we owe her money derful husband who is
of the Murray Hospital
loving, a
tions in the recent Hiwassee with
for several weeks of lost wages good fnend to me, and a
members of the Murray
loving
due to the mishap (She's a mas- father to our children.
College Horse Show at Madis- Fire
Due to
Department at a demonsage therapist.) I feel that acci- back problems and other cononville. Tenn.
stration on "using fire extinguishdents happen and it just as eas- tributing factors, he is unable
Wingtoot Golf Shop on 102 ers" given
to
by the firemen.
ily. could have happened to her work.
N. 15th St. has been named
Leon Grogan, Randall Patif
our
children
weren't
present.
I
know
Business of the Month for Sep- terson.
he would rather be workJanet Like. Donna GroMy husband says we should give ing and that he's unhappy
tember by. the Murray-Calloway gan. Cecil
his
Like and Evelyn
het the money because it was our injuries keep him from doing
so.
County Chamber of Commerce. Palmer
are the nevi. officers for
child who injured her and it's a Our problem comes when
people
The business is owned by Mike the
Calloway County' 4-H Counway to save our friendship. What we know or meet ask him
the
and Vickie Holton.
should we do? "HAND"-ED A inevitable, 'So. what
cil.
do you do
Thirty years ago
CHALLENGE
Sixty years ago
for a living'?"
An embryonic recovery and
DEAR "HAND"-ED: What
Murray Fire Chief W.O.
Abby. neither of us has a job
transplant program to genetical- Spencer
your
son
did
was
unfortunate, but outside the home. What can we
and J.C. Maupin demonly upgrade and improve produc- strated the
your
attitude
about it is appalling. politely tell these people that will
power of inflammation of its registered All-Jersey ble liquids
You should not only reinthurse satisfy their curiosity
at a meeting of the
without
Roseniary for the work she lost, embarrassing my husband'
herd vvill be launched Oct. 29 Murray
? -Lions Club.
you should also offer to pay ler TONGUE-TIED IN WASHIN
at Muiyay State University.
GWorld Community Day will
her medical expense.
"Christmas in Wonderland" be observed
TON STATE
here on Nov. 3
is the theme for this year's with a program
DEAR TONGUE-TIED: I see
at the First UnitDEAR ABBY: Over the week- nothing embarrassing about
annual Rotary Christmas Parade ed Methodi
your
st Church, according
end. I visited my best ffiend out husband replying. "I
to he staged Dec. 6. according to Mrs.
was workR.L. Wade, president
of state. On Saturday. we'd fin- ing as a
),
but injured my
to David Graham. Rotary Parade of the Council
of Church Women
ished touring the state capitol build- back and can't work,
so I'm on
Chairman.
United.
ing and exited opposite from where disability." It's the truth.
The 1980 Murray Lions' Club
we'd entered Outside. halfway

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Plains was fought during the RevIiiday is Thursday.
. Oct. 28. olutionary Vi'ar, resulting in a limthe 301st day. of 2010. There are ited Bntish
victory.
64 days left in the year.
In 1858, Rowland Hussey Macy
Tialay's Highlight in History':
opened his first Nevi' York store
On (kt. 28, 1886, the Statue at Sixth Avenue
arid 14th Street
of Liberty, a gift from the peo- in Manhattan.
ple of France. was dedicated in
In 1919, Congress enaLted the
New York Harbor by President
Volstead Act, which provided for
Grover Cleveland.
enforcement of Prohibition, over
On this Jate.
President Woodrow Wilson's veto.
In 1636. the General Court of
In 1936. President Franklin D.
Massachusetts passed a legislative Roosevelt rededica
ted the Statue
act establishing Harvard College. of Liberty
on its 50th anniverIn 1776. the Battle of White sary'.
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(old Tops
Hot in Rinsing Bottles
Dear
Heloise: My
daughter
taught
me
something the
by
other
day.
Heloise
When rinsing
out a shampoo bottle or dish-soap bottle to
recycle, use COLD WATER. not
hot. The hot vi,ater just keeps making bubbles. and the cold v.itter
cuts the soap residue right away
-- Alice Wells in Salem. Ore.
Alice. we tested your hint in
our office and agree it's a good
idea.
Heloise
REMOVING
STICKY
THINGS
Dear Heloise: I use isopropyl
alcohol (first-aid antiseptic) on a
paper towel or napkin to remove
gum stuck inside the clothes dryer
and for removing sticker residue
from ceramic. glass, metal and plastic surfaces. It's quick. easy and
economical. -- Carol S. in Stephens
City. Va.
WAISTING AWAY
Dear Readers: Here's a Letter of Laughter from the Monte

ri
--r
• *

,

2a
USTIINAC)
5CRUBBING BOWES TOILET
L.-Li BOWL CLEMER KEEP;
WORKING FOR UP To
5ix
.

WOW, DUSTIN .111AT5
GOTTA BE A LITTLE
TOUG14 TO TAKE.

I MEAN, TNAT FOA/A TOILET \
CLEANER ACTUALLy 40L25
\JOB LONGER THAN YOU DO.

r Murray. High'?
ir First Region
season.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 20 years
old and have been on birth control
from the time I was 13. I've been
depressed all my. life. I think the
medication causes my depression to
worsen. I also have polycystic
iv an ..ndr••tne I ined mettortrun
instead
Di
birth control.

It made me
sick but less
depressed
Can you tell
me of a birthcontrol medication that
will no4 cause
depression?
DEAR
READER:

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

Medicationc

can definitely
cause feelings
of sadness, despair and discouragement. All are feelings commonly
associated with depression.
The metfonnin you were prescribed is conunonly used to treat
type 2 diabete.s or pre-diabetes. It
helps control the amount of sugar in
the blood and decreases the ainount
of glucose absorbed from food and
the glucose made by the liver. It can
also be prescribed to regulate menstrual cycles but does not prevent
pregnaricy. Common side effects
include nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. but not depression.
Your polycystic ovary syndrome
(PCOS) can cause erratic or prolonged menstrual cycles. obesity,
acne and excesove hair growth.
Women with the diagnosis may
have difficulties becoming pregnant because of the infrequency of
ovulation.
My. guess is that you were prescribed birth control to help regulate your cycles. because low-dose
birth control with a combination of
synthetic estrogen and progesterone
can decrease androgen production.
coirect aziy ahnomial bleeding. and

\,fe

Files:

A young mother wrotc in to
tell us: "To get rid of that little
bulge amund the middle. I have
begun doing sit-ups. Not having
the type of couch or chair to tuck
my toes ander to help keep my
legs down, my little toddler volunteered her services.
"Now, at exercise time, she sits
on my feet and helps me count
my 25 sit-ups. This is helping her
learn to count. too. The only trouble is, she's learning to count:
'one (groan): 'two (ugh): 'three
mon: 'four (moan): etc:*
Heloise
SHOWER-CAP USE
Dear Heloise: My favorite
shower-cap use is to put some
over the side-view mirrors in the
winter to keep off snow and ice.
Saves time when you have to
clean off the cat -- Linda in Nev.'
York
A•TTACKING ANTS
Dear Heloise: If you have an
ant problem. put some vinegar in
a spray bottle and. before you go
to bed at night. lightly spray all
over your kitchen counter and
around the wastebasket. or wherever the ants might appear. Vinegar acts likc a repellent. It works'
You might not like the smell of
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Angel's topper
-Doctor Zhivage'r star
McGregor of 'Moulin Rouge!"
Convict's hope
Yard tool
In a dry manner
Blights
Poseidon's realm
Rock genre
Magic illusion
Catch
Wine choice
Family
Like radon
Pick up the tab
Tough puzzle
Used to be
White-maned horse
La Scala setting
Lyric poems
Beethoven opus
Patricia of `Hod"
Designer Ralph
Regarding

Beezus' sister
Bank offering
Dapper
lbsen's home
Singer Till's
Writer Levin
Mary's boss
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A'B 0 B
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AREA
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E S S
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TEXT
i
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NO, I CAN'T 60 To
SCHOOL I'VE BEEN
SUSPENDED AGAIN
FOR ONE DAY

YEARS FROM NOW YOU
KNOW WHAT PEOPLE ARE
600'46 TO 5AY ABOUT ME.
'
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3//
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a
HE 5 ONE DAY DUMBER
THAN HE 5i4OULD BE:
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2
3
4
5
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vinegar. but it's much better than
the smell of commercial repellents. -- Barb K. in Califomia
Yes. Barb, vinegar does act as
im ant repellent. It works by eradicating the ants' scent trail. Did
you know that vinegar is a workhorse around your honie'? I have
compiled a list of my favorite
uses for vinegar. TO receive the
pamphlet, send $5 and a long.
self-addressed. stamped (61 cents)
envelope to: HeloiseNinegar, P.O.
Box 795001. San Antonio. TX
78279-5001. Want silky skin? Mix
I cup of apple-cider vinegar into
tubful of bath water. This will
make cleaning the tub a breeze.
also! -- Heloise
BABY WIPES
Dear Moist: I was tired of
using dry. baby wipes at the top
of the pack and sopping-wet wipes
at the bottom When I buy an
extra package of baby towelettes,
I store them upside down. The water
will go to the top ot the package. When you begin to use the
package and flip it right side up.
the moisture will redistribute as
you use them. -- Michele, via email
402010 by King Features Sy ndicate Inc.

Crosswords

DOWN

F'E

decrease your risk of endometrial
cancer An alternative to this would
be to take progesterone for up to 14
days every month. which will
reduce your risk of endometrial
cancer and regulate your menstrual
cycle hut will not improve your
androgen levels Treatment for
F'COS is geared toward management of obesity-. acne. hair growth
and infertility.
I don't know if you have a weight
problem as a result of your PCOS.
but exercise will go a long way.
toward lowenne your blood-sugar
levels Speak ith your physician
before beginning any exercise regimen Requei t referral to a gynecologist familiar with PCOS who
can direct you in terms of treatment
and your depression. Perhaps counseling is in line .; nutritionist can
get you on the right track regaiding
your diet.
It appears you have a lot going on
at 20 years of age. You deserve a
better outlook, anJ the help is out
there.
To provide related information. I
am sending you a copy of tny
Health Report "Consurner Tips on
Medicine."
DEAR DR. GOTT: 'You had a
recent article in iny paper on chronic vaginal inflammation and repeated yeast infections. I've been battling this problem for the past six
months and have been on Premarin
cream for years. Can you tell me
when the article was wntten or Mimi
to find out if the "delivery system"
was ever corrected'
.
DEAR READER: Newspapers
don't always run my column on the
same day. but you can go to
www.AskDriGottMD.com and hii
the search button. Type in "yeast
infection" to view the complete column or columns on the same topic.
The search button and a key condition or phrase works well. Good
luck.

Hints From !Moist)
In 1958. the Roman Catholic
patriarch of Venice, Angelo
Giuseppe Roncalli, virus elected
Pope: he took the name John XXIII.
In 1962, Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev informed the United
States that he had ordered the
dismantling of missile bases in
Cuba.
Five years agu: Vice President
Dick Cheney's top adviser, I. Lewis
"Scooter" Libby, resigned after he
was indicted on charges of obstruction of justice. perjury and making false statements.
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On this spot
Not at home
Cabin settings
"Be right with youRigging support
Female followings
Gotten up
Reactor part
Suffering
'30 Rock. star
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Be partisan
Opera feature
Spring period
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Patch
Stupor
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$400 270-3
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"10
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130
140
150
155
160
'65
190

ADJUSTMENTS
acvertisers are requested to check
tne firs'. ,nsertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledge( & Times will be
Tsponsible tor only one incorrect
nsertion Any error should be reported immediately so correc0ons car
be made
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
F'osition Wanted
Domestic & Chiklure
Opportunity
(leelronres
Computers
Appliance Parts
WaM To Buy
Articles FOI Safe
Appliances
MOTO Furnishings
Antiques
men Gamer

DEADLINES
Farm (quainter,.
Hemy Equiprner
Sports Equipment
.
F rerr000
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sake
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Hoene Lots For Rent
EIWIMe. Rentals
Apartments For Flent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial ProPeOli
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Kibbe Sae
Land For Rota or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
400
470
440
495
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500
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570

Re, Estate
Lake Pn.tsers
Lt.-4s L, Saw
Lots Lnst Rent
Farrns Of Sale
Acreage
1404.105 For :sale
Motorcycles & ATV a
Auto Parts
Sporl Utility Yen',
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
CamPers
Boats & Motors
Services
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

1311.s. t.

$8.S0 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
MY. Discount 3rd Run.
1 Ali :..1.1-..'llii,t R WI t% i thOr t• Pat/ I',Ala l
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday. IShopping Guide)

1 1-...1 .1),-.
58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional C'onsecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
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F11. 10 IA

Smart Saver
To:5day

Fri. 10 a.m.
Baal° Lm.

tre4nesday

Non. 12 p.m.

Thursday
Friday

Vied 10 a.m.
Pita. 10 a.m.

Sataaay

Thur. 12 p.m.

The plitalown maintsiali the *wit toopettir bat WI 44.
0060111042.11r

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
020

020
Notice

Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times_

CALL 753-1916
ALL Parents. Past
Coaches. & Future
Coaches of the Girls
Summer
Softball
Leagues are invited to
attend our first MurrayCalloway
Softball
Association meeting on
November 1st, 6:30 pm
C
the
American
Legion. 310 Bee Creek
Dr.. Murray. Call Larry
Hall at 270-293-2061
for additional information.

mcCarty
murray
City
Council

WANTED
YOIIR
VOTE FOR
PILA
Paid for by
Mithaei D. Conley
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
tne first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be ;nade.
PERSIAN RUGS
& PAINTED
FURNITURE
$ALE .
Oct. 29th 9am-6pri
Oct.,30th 10am-4pr
- Old'Murray
P081 Office
" 201 S 4th StTHE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaci;uracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
PUMPKiNS
*Jack 0-Laritern
•Cincirella
•Smali Sugar (Pie)
*Mir iatiire *White
Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Fld
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289

Lost and Found
A sweet little black &
white Pa-Amencan Bull
mix puppy is lost He
left home at 11:00am
Sunday morning from
the intei section of
HWY 464 & Airport Rd.
in Calloway County. He
is 4-5 months old, no
collar. no microchip. &
intact. He doesn't know
his name and probably
doesn't even know he
is lost He weighs
around 30 pounds.
Contact Corey Huie at
270-293-9858

Call 753-1916
060
histp Wanted
Driver needed. Must be
at least 25 years old
with no tickets in 3yrs.
753-2749. Call after
6pm.
CA
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on
1st, 2nd. and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
,areers chuckiones.net
V
i
s
t
www.chuckjones.net
for
complete
Job
descnptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check ana drug screen

[

060

e
rrl
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

iiM7ileGra
Britthaven ot Benton is (Airier
applications for the followin,,
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. ICI
42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

r.URRAN'
STATE UNIVERSITY

Fuii-time jot vacanc,es at Murray campus.
Communications Operator/Parking
Enforcement - $10.72/hr
Maintenance Worker i - $7.79/hr
Apply online & view additional details at:
www.murraystatelobs com
Womermononties encouraged to apply
An EEO. MIFID. AA employer

CASH paid tor
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S, 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner. stove, refrigerator electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves.
quarters, dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999
150
Articles
For Sale

2BH & Lot, $11,900
270-753-6012

Papillon Pup
748-55/5

Shih-Tzu
AKC, CKC r
$300 270
evenings

VISA •

NOW
HIRING
ir
Housekeeping
Laundry
Afternoon
Desk. & Night Audit at
Best Western Apply
within

PECO
Accepting
resumes
.AII sales careers
& other positions
Send to
PO Box 363 '.
Murray, KY
42071

for 3300k270-534-1241
FIREWOOD delivered.
Call for prices 2931357 or 270-559-1424
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235
2/7-6004

2BR, C/H/A. all appliances, large master
bedroom. deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR. C/H/A, all appiiances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Master Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Your Family

I BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
opportune
,
F4.:

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905. .

Double spots: $18 • 140 word limit

Deadline: Monday, November 8th
at 5:00 PAL

LEDGER TIMES

It

Classified Dept. 753-1916

-

(270)978-1961

Get this 2x2
2 weeks for $150
Call Ashley or Carrie
at 270 753-1916

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Oppoilunity
TUG #1-800-648-6056

360
Storage Rentals

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

430
Real Eats'

Commerical Prop. For Rent

slat,
tt st
\.t
t
L.,
is"! tr
hottLItt ti I
•

Subscribe to the
MI RIM

LEDGER&TIMES
Dome Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
3 nao. ..............$35.00
6 mo......
$63.00
1 ,r.
$105.00 6 mo
1 yr.
$110.110

MINI
1[MiORAG,Iri

All Size Units • Climate Control
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

Rest of KN7TN
3 mo
6 mo
1
1 Check
1
1
1
1
1
I
I

$70.50
$90.00
$120.1X1
.......

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
1 mo
$75.00
6 mu.
$96.00
5145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St. Address
City._
State

Zip

Daytime Ph
'
Mail this coupon wtth payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (2701753-1916

Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

MOVING 5
921 N. 16TI
FRIDAY
SATURD,
7:00-?
table & 5 ch
furniture, kr
knacks. shel
clothes. Jew
dishes. bov
towels,
A Little Bit
Everythin,

Gather tip

a
a

EON BEA;*

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

MOVING
253 STONE
DRIVE
FOLLOW SIDI.
COLES CA
GROUND R
FRIDA)
7:00-5:0
SATURD,
7:00-2:0
turnitum. appt
household. an
piano
270-978-0

N1urrs, I edger &
A,1

Ideal location for smal
J&L RENTALS
business in Dixieland
MINI-STORAGE
Business Center. 404
720 S.4TH ST.
unver 4121 & Ckndale. N. 4th St. A/C and gas
heat. 100°.. fireproof.
101(10 $25 10x15 $40
Plenty of parking.
t2701 4M-2524
Shroat
Developers.
(2701293-6906
270-753-3018

4BH Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753
4109

753-3853

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Houses For Rent

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
2BR, IBA. 1 mile west
pay the electric bill,
of Murray $550/mo
trash, and furv
753-2225. 556-9037
nish all appliances
including washer & 3 & 4BR Houses
dryer. Only S550/mo. Available
C/H/A,
You won't find a n.cer Various
Locations.
or cleaner apartment' Coleman RE 270-753(2701492-8211
9898

A&F Warehous rig
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
r
PROPANE
119 E. Main
f270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183 I
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with areat view. WO,
refrigerator.
stove.
Very qutet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus aeposit.
270 492 8211

Musical

Guitar Piano,
Drums & more
Learn Any Song
U Want!!!
Play By Ear!!!

A

1BR. price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898
LARGE 3BR apt.
nevity remodelea, on
campus, CI-VA. W&D,
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

220

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS

GARAGE
1705 JOHI
(OFF DORA
FRIDAN
SATURC
7:00-12
Bookcases.
Lamps, CI"
Framed Pic
Mirrors, Di:
Printers, Bc
Bike, & Kr
Knack!

Only $12 per spot • i line person. 20 word limit

1st Foil Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive

1702 MAG
DRIV
THURSI
FRIDA'
SATURI
furniture, cl
toys, bor
Christmas
Items T
Numerou
Menho

November 11, 2010

2007 Cavalier. 16x80.
3BR, 28A. vinyl siding.
shingle roof, like new
270-489-2525

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.

YARD F.

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

1996. 16x80. Southern
Mobile Home purchased new in 1997.
38R, 2BA. 16)(16 covered deck on 0.5 acre
lot, quite neighborhood. Less than 10
minutes from town
270-293-3622 leave
message..

CHRISTOPHER'S
280
COINS has great bar- [ Noble Homes For Rent
gains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N2BR $295 00
Treasures. Free gifts
753-6012
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 270- 2BR, newly remodeled
753-4161
inside & out. appliDRYER, Case trac- ances. storage shed.
tori801 E1). real estate Quiet, rural setting near
lots. Will consider lake. No pets. $580
utilities.
trades. 753-4109, 227- includes
Security deposit and
1546
references. 227-0004
RIL,H top soil, red gravel tor sale. 210 3781. NICE 2 bedroom no
pets. 753-9866
559-2032.

1211

cSaittie 01/1'7)e/et-any

''OWNER Finance'
3BR, 2BA. beautiful
country setting on 3.5
acres. $2,950 down
$495/mo. 3380 Guthrie
Rd. Pans
615-397-3171

ADVERTISING SALES

FULL Time position fnr
an automotive r •-•
counter. Right per .
will
have strong compute,
skills and friendly per
sonality Experience
preferred but will train
right person. Monday
Thru Friday. 7-5. Send
Resume to PO Box 148
Attention
Hiring
Manager $10 per hour

FREE to Gr
Male, 10/m.
Neutered.
loving, good
other anirr
270-227-337

270
Mobile Horses For Sale]

Help Wanted

CAR WASH ATTENDANT:
Friday.
DIRT
Saturday. Sunday, &
;1",
Monday.
Retirees
DADDY'S
Welcome. Must have
TOP SOIL
The Murray. Ledger & Times is currently..
LBest the county has
mechanical skills. Call
accepting resumes tor the position of
Cart
la,ren Tot:Ie.&
573-380-4504
Advertising
Sales
Representati‘e.
753-9075
COMMUNITY Options.
Responsibilities for this positiori include yen 270)227-2193
Inc . a national non-profit
established
icing
accounts.
developing
adverdedicated to empowering
tising plans and de% eloping new accounts in
Indic iduals • developAppliances
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
mental disabilities is currently
wcrking with the public and be self-motivated.
seeking
Community Support Staff
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
LARGE
in Benton. KV FT & PT
Advenising. Marketing. or Public Relations
SELECTION
opportunities available'
preferred. but not required. Salary.. will he
USED APPLIANCES
Responsibilities include
based on education and sales experience.
WARD-ELIUNS
assisting • daily liv mg
skills & the development
°OS E South 12th St
Paid
holidays
and
vacation.
health
and
dental
of independent communi(270) 753-1713
plans. salary plus commission. are all part of
ty living. administering
an excellent benefit package.
medication and complete
the appropnate documentation. and accompanying
Advertising Sales Position
individual to & front
3 pc. solid wood full
NIurray Ledger & Times
appointments activities
size bedroom suite wi
H S diploma. GED. a
P.O. Box 1040-Z
box spring mattress
valid Driver's License•
$250. With comforter.
Murray, KY 42071
a good driving record and
bedsktrt. &
pillow
a clean background arc a
An Equal Opportunity. Employer
shams. All in like new
must' EOF, Please submit
condition $300. 2
resume
to
wrought iron glass top
Church
Carla Spencer,/ comop or MURRAY
end tables $25. 2 blue
g or fav, to 270-404,- needs Organist for
table lamps $10. 761Sunday Worship serv22X-1
0183
ices
at
10:30arn.
Christian Childcare
Additional in November
Center now enrolling
December
8
8
years
DISCLAIMER
1-5
ages
February-April
on
When accessing the
Located at 810 Whitne'l
Wednesday
at
7:15prn.
"help waffled.. seetIon
by Neon Beach. FullCompetitive
pay.
on our classifieds
time rate is $110/wk
Please
call
at
Peggy
webpage at
MAIN ST
rate
is
270-753-6712 for more Part-time
inurrayledget.com.
$23/day with a 2 dav
FURN1S
information.
you will be redirected
minimum. 270-767Check
NEED IMMEDIATELY, 1177
to nibnetwork oni
S
is
Experienced
By default.
Will clean weekly/bi
N1urra) and lik.il
Motorsports
$15/hr
weekly
listings N III .11/1Val on
Technician Work expe•
this •ebsiie
nence preferred. must References 270-7532643. 227-5944
lioraevei. as a national
demonstrate
strong
Farm Equipment
'Aeh,
ile. no( all listing.
mechanical
skills,
ifn the ifihnet•r
desire to work hard, be
usiness
John Deere Tractor
are placed iltiough
cooperative. & take
Opportunity
Mod 790, 27 H.P. 4WD
the Murray Ledger
direction Must pass
with creeper gear, fess
A 'limes Please y all
drug test. App,v
1
U
than 160 hrs. Cail 270haar:
son at Town :•?.
Ffisronc coc.asorc
474-2759 ask for
qUeS11011, regaiding
Motorsports
. Selling
Glinda
the Muria)
or call 270-753-8073
Licenses,Lotinveritoy
lob listings 'Irikink you
Building 8 Fixtures
ask for Wade.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Appiy in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Niurra

•

1654 Ryan Ave
2BA. Home do,
street from cr
Newly
rem
1,100-sq.ft. 81
5398.
Woodlawn
3092BA,
new
S79,900. 474-25
BEAUTIFUL 3 bi
3 ticks. 2 ba
Totally remodele
$129.900.
Call
270-751
Campbell Realty
Nest 2-4
Bedroom bon
Riverfield Es
BG Real Prt
Profession
293-787:

ter &

Nlurra Ledger & limes

(11,tssunDs

1 hursda. October 2t4, 21110 • 5B

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
AKC Rottweiler Pups
$400 270-376-2540
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FREE to Good Home,
Male. 10/mo old cat
Neutered. de-clawed.
loving, good with kids &
other animals Cali
270-227-3376

sIES
- 10 air
-11Ion.10m.
-kleri.12

Papilion Pups $75 270748-5575

-Mut 10 tit

Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC. male $200
$300
270-251-011C

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2010 AT 10:00 A.M.
252 WEST COURT STREET BARDWELL, KY 42023

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient. 3BR. 2BA 2car garage. 2.240 sq.
tt cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway.
large lot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781. 559-2032.

DAN MILLER. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4144
DARRELL BEANE. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL. BROKER/AUCTIONEER (270)767-9223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com

ikevieerraOriterr

-Thur.12p.m.

• YARb-SIDEVVALK SALE
ammo'
VISA

HAYDEN & ASSOCIATES
908-C SOUTH 12TH ST.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, & SATURDAY
STARTING AT 9:00-7

30TH AT 10:00 AM
703 CHESTNUT STREET, MURRAY

YARD SALE
1702 MAGNOLIA
DRIVE

05 Yamaha Zuma
49cc
2/0-753-2111 or 270-293-5987

•
THE MARGARET JONES ESTATE
• SATURDAY, OCT. 30TH- 10:00AM
1232 BRIENSBURG RD. BENTON, KY

FRIDAY, &
SATURDAY
furniture. clothing
toys, books.
Chnstmas items
Items Too
Numerous To
Mention,

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

(OFF DORAN RD)
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Bookcases. Floor
Lamps, Chalrs.
Framed Pictures.
Mirrors, Dishes,
Pnnters. Books,
Bike, & Knickknacks

MOVING SALE
253 STONESIDE
DRIVE
FOLLOW SIGNS OFF
COLES CAMPGROUND ROAD
FRIDAY
7:00-5:00
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
furniture. appliances,
household. antiques.
piano
270-97B-0796

tangs Rentals

Warehous ng
MSU $20-50
753-7668

2REMIER
lISTORAGE
climate control
storage
unty alarmed
afe & clean
a sell boxes!
rent IJ-Hauls
'53-9600

.
r.,
owe imitation or .11.1.firnination ba.c.,.1 on rao- ,okir. n.11handwar
4.1tu. or national ongin. or IMO,
to make WIN .1.11 pietcr
11111101101, or JI,r1r11111.1

Homes For Sale

$63.00
5110.00

ther Mail

eriptions
$75.00
$%.00
$145.1K)
SVC

309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA.
new
decor
$79.900. 474-2520.
BEAUTIFUL 3 beautiful
3 bdrs. 2 ba in town
Totally remodeled. Just
$129.900.
Call
270-759-8780
Campbell Realty

1
rit

nes

1
6

1654 Ryan Ave 3BR
2BA Home down the
street from campus
Newly
renovated
1,100-sq ft 812-7605398

Nevi, 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riserfield F:states.
SW; Beal Property
Professionals
293-7872

270-753-2279
ROOFING Licensed
and
fully
insured
Adam s
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

mom., a

• • I .1.i1MI
mei
a ..-4=1

ICiiI*4

4041.1LJ 4Cir

Ail=or-ims

For11413)M301,4011-11 11111E WA\Ft VIM

IL ALM ED
Gescoid Scollsa Betery- 11.ace•ssIlalerl
TRACT 1 - 93 ACRE WITH 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME
TRACT 2 - 1.26 ACRES WITH
METAL SHOP BUILDING AND POLE BARN
TRACT 3 - 123.71 ACRES OF FARMLAND GRAIN BINS
FSA 118 ACRE HICKMAN COUNTY GRAIN BASE
SELLING WITH A NEW CERTIFIED SURVEY!
NO BUYERS PREMIUM!!

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Nous SERVICE
Res.. Cont.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All ph. - hug or small

Sealcoating
& Hauling
MINN TRA% IS

ir ir

.1
,- E
illi
In .3 Tracts And In Combinations

753-7728

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

ir

-II

403 Tom Tavlor Trail

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systerns
Now offering septic
tank pumping. MajOr
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van 13Jren

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A10 11014111,11111ISII NO FIESERVA770A1S11
Sastamilary, Aknoessitaar BM AI 10:00 A-RN.
"77ses Oirssaglars Pgressily Pares,"
North Of Fulton, KY - Southeast Hickman Co.
From Hwy 45 At Water Valley, Take Hwy 1283 N 2 3 Miles
To Rose Rd .Turn Lett, Proceed VV 1/2 Mile
From Fulton
Take Hwy 307 N 6 Miles To Rose Rd Proceed E 2 3 Miles
3120 Rose Road, Water Valley, Kentucky

the
most experienced
in 14'est Ky.

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Repairs. workers
Insured.
227-2617.

_

_

JPAIMIE,S Ft- CASH
7W'AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
ESTATE AUCTION

SATURDA1'. OCTOBER 30. 2010 10:00 .3\1
PARIS.TN 3900 GATE 3 ROAD
From Paris. TIN take. He 54 2.5 miles to Gate 3
Rd.. turn left go 4 mites to auction site.
.•11‘,/s:

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure WashinR

MI, i;hit, 01,M TO,

Houses, Ratios 8.
Decks. Sidewalks &
Driveways. Vinyl
Fences & Siding

int an it;HT oVvv,R1

Call Today For A
Free Estimate!
27.0-5624228

LEARN TO FLY

FOP MOPE iNFORMATION CONTACT
Staggs J, al..c!ooneer 731-247-5450

Jarne,

)

TN i:c /5200

aadieft
S
/UR Auctioneer & Real Estate Hi,
200 Adkins Lane • Puryear, TN 3825'
Telephone 1731)24T-3784
Doug Taylor, AuctioneerBroker
rn Lic e2027 Ky
*RP7209 Firm *1782
-Taylor Made Auchoris Are Better-

T

in Murray
ProfesSional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

Services Offered
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
ales
starting at $15. 270
753-2405

Services Offered
YEARRY'S
Service
F ree
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

270-293-5624
CHASE Futreil Lawn
Care 8yrs exp 2938814

Stockwell Exteriors
Hirai Proof, Tax Rebate.
Energy Star
(270)227-6238
The Lag Roof You
Will Ever Need! 11

530
Services Offered

I farhiltnn Cranite
•,

\II \ I

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated •
• Free Estimates
•
& Ins..
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

'T.7. METAL
ROOFING

alv*

'Marble

• weelik„ spei.ral pickups
• locally owner.Loperared

3301 St. Rt 121N.

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

• 291.1-22.

753.-8087

Appliance
Repair
ALL BRANDS

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713

HELP WANTED

(270)692-7793

DIVORCE with or without Children $125
With FREE name
change documents
and mental settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Caii us 24hrs/
7days: 1-888-789019EL
www.CourtDivorceSery
ice.com

Between High School
and College? Over 18?
Drop that entry level
position. Earn what
you re worth!! Travel
Successful Young
Business Group. Paxi
Training.
Transportation.
Lodging provided. 18T7-646-5050.

MISCELLANEOUS

One order. One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information. contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-223E0321

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Elizabethtown,
KY Heritage Council
Main Street Program.
For full sob description
and contact information. go to www.etownhentage.or-g/news/sobs
or email resume to
resumes@ etownherrtage org

BUSINESS SERVICES

FREE HD FOR LIFE'
Only on DISH
Network' Lowest Price
-1 in America' $24.99/mo
771see Alawirlem WM May Aforlaff Azar
'rhea CadremrdarsIty Dealleiltrigg "Old Sictscrol"
for over 120 Channels!
Waeltetear Yea Illeey, Item*aammic y
$500 Bonus! 1-866240-3844
15% Sewn WM A Illnimum onsolt al 14,41M114 N.DSC%
Ralanee Ill 30 Oad
EOUIPMENT FOR
SALE

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
wwW „IA MESRCASH.COM

M \\

vv,„0. 1.

•

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

'WI

s
rms2=311
lou can count on

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
punk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733!

al Mail

_

el;II

1•11
..
...
1
116:1r1

753-9562

H
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839

1157 ST. RT. 97 IMAYFIBLO. KY
RALPH AUSTIN. 0511.111ERAUCT1ONEER
KY License P2471.- 'IL License 441.001641
276-7O5 41359
•
virvyw.a.ustinauctionservice.conio
Fr • • • • Ar.
:# a #.1
r a__

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071
(270)761 -SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
530
SWIM Mired 1

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

L&M
LAWN SERVIrCE•
Mowing,,Manicurin
.
Landscaping & •
Leal Vacuuming
Sa0sfaction guaiantee

YOUR AD
COULD BE'
HERE Fos
ON.1.-Y $75.00
A MONTH.
'CALL 753-15110

-I
Muria. edger lime. OA.,
Dousing Act Notice

ape
Personal Properts
Ille Sold After Real I. slab::
'Winces: \ice Nele.14,-Side Rctrierrator: lectric Moist
AO... .1. lerDr,tr. I urnitu re: Sort. Bros hill 3Pc.
knot. Includinc lull
Dce..er. A. hew Dining I able SS
I esf S. 4 1 1,4111S: Slah.gans 4 Ian font
I
Ihk1 %mall( heo (It Deaner,: I n•
I able. ...Inky I. I eg I Arnp
trrtaminent( now: 2 limit. nor:( atonal ...ening Slat him,'Nowell:II nil
I able: I Algt. Old Des": 2
2 Donn Pursuit"; Illd 1 AO
( wok
law Iliimeniaile Kinkel
hest:
( ao Iron Skil;e1, 2 %ct•(Of limner.arc: knehrn ‘1
Ind...firm Pois & Pan,(.14••%1111.: Quilt 1..1.• A
Sesei al Hook.. Print. A Pictures. Hand I outs. ken \sal 11.ellaiiil
Prints:. ken 11011.11111 1 Nino-tither I oamina: Pracr lie
mr: John 3:lb: Ilr I ranciti %le:,
.4•11,011111- I 111.r: 1
Corm xperklril find:
up Runurth
Vlasircl Not;( attic On I hornanil Ililts. Irrenda:
I PIO
SI, fathers
keittocki Rack.
\cal iltillanil I he
Slaorr'• lower. salt Ilrld Rain Or %bine. liriiio?. ( hare.
1 kg. Photos A Detail% 01 Thi. luctifin On Our 11chsite:
Sale Held jointly With Chavis Real Estate. Tommy Ch4%,is. Broker Real Es
late ISMS; 10% Nonrefundable Deposit Day Of Sale Balance Due & Posses
sion In 30 Days With Passing Of Deed. Buyer Required To Sign A le4d Base
Paint Walser. Make All inspections PflOf To Sodding PrOpe•ty Takes Pto
rated. Property Sold As Is Where Is. No Buyer's Premium Per$onal Prop
tf tv Terms. Cash Or Good Check Day Of Sale W/Valid ID. Add
6., kV Sales
Tax. No Buyer's Premium.

630
Services Offered

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
table & 5 chairs
furniture, knickknacks. shelves
clothes, Jewelry
dishes. bowls.
towels,
A Utile Bit Of
Everything,

IMES

a

2003
Springdale 30tt
12ft Slide Out
Brand New!
Never Been Used!
Cost $26,000 nen,
910.900 293-4602

753-1816 227-061

rical Prop. For Rent

cation fot: Gmall
ts in Dixietand
;s Center. 404
3t. A/C and gas
100°. fireproof.
parking.
of
Developers
3-3018

1998
Internationa
4900, DT 466e, single
axle. day cab with custom steel flat-bed.
190.000 miles. very
good
condition.
$15.500.
270-2934393

MOVING SALE
921 N. 16TH ST

Roe Estate

Ranger 350v boat with Mercury 150 motor. 4 wheeler & trailer,
old Coca-Cola cooler, tools, wire, fish cooker. rod & reels, flex
duct, 5 drawer cab. Pepsi cooler, refrigeration parts, Prairie
Farms rack. metal shelving, hand tools. metal duct. heaters.
tackle boxes, 3 door powers coolers. ice maker, Remline toolbox. battery charger, Hot Shot freon. 408A freon, fiberglass ladder. new compressor floor jack. freon gages, Toastmaster deep
fryer. Singer sewing machine, flex duct.

hollandmotorsales coM
270-753-4461

GARAGE SALE
1705 JOHNSON

(270)759-0501

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH AT 10:00 AM
3501 HWY 641 SOUTH, MURRAY

3 Brill-00M, I Bath
\last-Sided Horne
V1ith Full Basement.
Front & Back
Eal-In
Kitchen,
ing
&
Boon, On
I 314 Acres

THURSDAY,

HOMETOWN
TREE
- •. SERvICE
insured Rekabse
6-Dependable
Free Edimates
Free Stump Removal
270-293-4489
77ri 417 3044

..Cornmercial &
Residential
•Asphalt„Instaltation
Maintenance
40 yrs experience

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Yard Sine

Jacob
27G-97S-0278

MITCHELL
BROS.
: PAVING

&PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION

400

Ocki Jobs, Repairs.
Home, Auto, /
Carpentry, Light
Electrical,
Yards: &
Much More
No Job Too Small

Oak table & chairs,marble top table,lcve seat,end tables,bedroom suite,glassware, pots & pans,extension ladder. wheelbarrows. hand tools ,push mower, chnstmas items.
daisey
churn,metal juicers,glass juicers,100 =/- juicers.
mixers
buttonsdars,candlewick
pcs
7
lunch
plates,6cups,4
coasters,lemon server, 4 salt cellarsugar & creameron plate.7
saucers
heart
candy
dish.
2
divided
dishes
all
candlewick,Nippon Nontake 30+/- pcs, 50
boyd bears. 75 die
cast cars & trucks some tonka & matte! matchbox. From The
Farm Nontake china. New England 8 day clock Farmington
Conn.Peachbroom Johnson Bro china(England). metal
shelves,16" scroll saw, quilt. and corner china cabinet.

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray, KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
tr"
) Tommy
Chavis Broker/Auctioneer

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE

Office JDesk. Table & Chairs

Handyman Work

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

GOiNG NORTH ON US 121 FROM GRAVES COUNTY TO CARLISLE
COUNTY TAKE US 62 WEST TO CR 1300 TO ELSE Y AVE.
Real Estate: 1800's Queen Anne Victorian 3 story hunie on large
lot. This histortc home has 8 roorns including a bathroom on Jle
1st
floor, 7 rooms including a bathroom on the 2nd floor and a grand
ball room on the 3rd floor Terms on Real Estate 10% down of purchase price date of auction and balance due in 30 days There will
be a 10°. buyers premium added to the final bid and will be included in the total purchase price of the real estate Arty home built prior
to 1978 could contain tead based paint and lead based paint hazards Make your inspections prior to the auction as you will be
required to sign a 10 day post inspection waiver as part of the contract.
Pe-sonal Property. Antique lurniture. Glassware. Tools. and
mc re. View website tor more detailed hsting

TO view all homes for
sale go to
www campoellrealty corn

530
Serv KIIS Offered

PERSONAL PROPERTY

& PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION

NEW Norwood
SAWMILLSLumberMate-Pro handles logs 34 diameter.
mills boards 28" wide
Automated quickcycle-sawing increases
efficiency up to 40°.'
WWW NonvoodSawmills
com1300N 1-800-661
7746 Ext 300N
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW, Get cash
for your structured settlement or annuity payments High payouts
Call JG Wentworth 1t.166-SETTLEMENT (1%6-738-85361 Rated
4+ by the Better
Business Bureau
HEALTHCARE
Hernia Repair? Did
you receive a COMPOSIX KUGEL MESH
PATCH between 19992007? If patch was
removed due to complications of bowel perforation. abdominal
wall tears. puncture of
abdominal organs or
intestinal fistulae. you
may be entitled to
compensation
Attorney Charles
Johnson 1-800-5355727

Nurse Assistant
Needed! Learn on the
sob. No exp. OK. Must
be H.S. grad. Great
pay 8 benehts while
yOu train 30 days
vacation/ yr. Money for
school. Call 1-800282-1384 7arn5:30pm. Mon-Fri.
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
Sale' CDL Training
starting at $1995, WIA
approved. Job placernent assistance.
Tuition reimbursement
avaitable. Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy MI Sterling.
KY 859-498-9988.
600-883-0171
LIVESTOCKLIVESTOCK FOR SALE
Anderson Circle Farm
Complete Dispersal
Sale. 400. head
Purebred Angus
Cattle. 45 Commerciai
Spnng-Bred Cows
11.00 a rit, Fn. Oct.
29. Harrodsburg KY
For info. 859-2650097: 859-319-1224
Central Kentucky
Premier Heifer Sale
Saturday, November 6.
1:00 EST. Marion
County Fairgrounds.
Lebanon, KY Selling
175 Heifers to calve
Spring of 2011.
www.heifersales.com
David Sandusky

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical, 'Business.
•Paralegal,
'Accounting. *Cnmina:
Justice. Jot placemeni
assiGtance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Gun Show Oct. 30-31.
Sat. 9-5. Sun. 9-4.
Louisville KY Fair &
Expo Center. West
Hall A&B.(937 Phillips
Lane) Buy. Sell. Trade.
Info: (563)927-8176
Play Where the
Hooter s Tour piays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown
rated the numoer one
public course in
Kentucky Cal! 502570-9849 for tee times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
CALL NOW, BIH
Trucking Company,
International Truck
Onving School Now
taking Students' No
CDL. No problem'
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available
888-7130-5539
CDI. TrainingCAREER CENTRAL.
We train and EMPLOY
you. Company drivers
up to 40K First Year
New team Pay, p to
.48cimile. Class-A
CDL Training Regional
locations! 1877)3697192 www.centraldrivinglobs.net

6months OTR experience. No felony/ DUI
last 5yrs Solos wanted. New Team Pay
Packages! 877-74°6262. WWW plt-irc.com
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOWI For
H O. WOLDING &
ROEHL No Experience
needed Train in 16
days at Truck America
Training Avg. lst yr
Income $38.000
Tuition Financing
Available (502)955
6388 or (866)244-3644
Drivers- CDL-A $2,000
Sign-On Bonus! Start
up to .42 CPM. Good
home time and benefits OTR experience
required. No felonies.
Lease purchase available. 800-441-4271
xKY-100
Drtvers- Food Tanker
Drivers Needed. OTR
positions available
Now! CDL-A w . tanker
req'd. Outstanding pay
& Benefits' Call a
recruiter Today' 877484-3061 www oake;vtransport.com
Drivers- Regional 'Jar'
Drivers 35-37 cpri
based on experience,
BCBS Benefits pack
age. Horne EVERV
week CDL-A with 1
year experience
required. Call 888-3628608. Or apply al
www ayenticareers cu
m Equal Opportunity
Employer
Experienced Reeler.
Tanker Flatbed Drivers
Neeaed' Prime s
Incredible Freight ret
work offers you. 'Great
pay 8 benefits.
'Steady freight Call
Prime today! 1-800249-9591
www.primeinc.corn

CDL A Drivers Dnve
In Style' New 2011
Freightliner Cascadtas
plus the best miles,
pay and performance
bonus! $500 Sign-On
for flatbed CDL-A,
6mo OTR Westem
Express 888-8015295

Flatbed Drivers
Company & 0.,0 No
Tarping. Company
Drivers up lo 2;0.
00 75'. of gross
Home Weekends
Guarantee Minimum
Pay 800-554-5661
x331 awltransport corm

Driver- CDL-A Top
Hometime, Solos &
Teams. Highest Team
Pay CDL-A wrth 1 yr
recent OTR req'd. 800942-2104 ext 238 or
243 www.totaims_corn

Summit! Trucking is
tiring CDL-A Solos &
Teams' Miles.
Hometime. Benefits &
Assigned Trucks, Min
age 23 w.' 24 mons
exp www summit com
or 1-866-333-5333

Driver- Great Miles, No
touch Freight' No
forced NE/NYC'
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CAMPING OUT: 10 Boy Scouts of rroop 77. David Clark, Darren Cornwell. Aaron
Feezor.
Logan Fry, Isaak Garcia, Ben Hanneman, A.ustin Martinez. Nick Saalwaechter. Trever
Stevens
and T. J. Woods, campeci at the Centennial Jamboree at E. P. Sawyer State Park in
Louisville.
with 12,000 other Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts and Venture Scouts October 15 - 17. The
Jamboree
then decide
was a cocperative event with the three councils based in Kentucky and had attendees
from
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
seven
states to celebrate 100 years of Scouting in the United States. Feezor was selected
***** Meetings prove to be
to
instrumental in making deci- participate in the "Let's Make a Deal" contest on stage for the Grand Final Campfire which
was
sions. You discover the power of capped off with a 20 minute fireworks display. In the backgroun
d are some of the Hot Air
a group_ A partner could surprise Balloons which
put on a "glow" display prior to the campfire. Troop 77 is Chartered with First
you with his or her actions,
Christian Church in Murray and is affiliated with the Alottawatta District of the Shawnee
reminding you that you never
Trails
know someone completely. Council. Doug Vander Molen is the Scoutmaster.

Horoscope

try Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPN
BIRTHDA1
for TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Communication flourishFriday, Oct. 29, 2010:
This year. follow your knee-jerk es when you focus on your longresponse. and you'll come out term goals Touch base with a
ahead. Creativity and imagina- key person you look up to. Let
tion merge, especially as you your imagination rook and roll.
Unexpected developments could
learn to understand those in your
surprise you and point to a new
day-to-day environment. Open course of action.
Tonight:
up to new possibilities. though at Fiappily mosey on home.
Tonight• You might want to call it
times you could feel uncomfort- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
an early night.
able. If you are single. a foreign- *** Be careful about spending
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
er could have a startling impact Suddenly. out of the blue. a **** Detach yourself from a
devil-may-c
are attitude might be boss or difficult person in your
on your life. The experience
could be a real eye-opener. If marking your actions when it life. You have energy and
Allison Elizabeth Crowe, a
spending
and dynamic ideas. Mix them togeth- native Kentuckian. is the 2010you are attached. the two of you comes to
become closer through taking a overindulgence. Careful! A boss er. and you are unbeatable. I 1 recipient of the Dr. James W.
reacts in an unanticipated man- Funnel your energy into your
seminar or workshop together.
ner. Tonight: Visit with friends as weekend, friends and long-term Hammack. Jr. Scholarship. She
You also inight plan a very spe- you start the weekend.
was recognized at the annual
goals. Tonight. Where the party
cial trip together. CANCER can CANCER (June 21-July 22)
scholarship banquet held in
draw you in quickly.
September at MSU's Curris
***** Your energy is right in SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
sync
moment, ***** You understand how Center Ballniom.
with
the
The Stars Show the Kind of Surprising nevvs comes your very psychic or intuitive you are.
Ms. Crowe graduated from
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; way. Th.e unexpected occurs Know that you need to follow Stony Point High School in
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; with plans. You won't want to through on these feelings. The Round Rock. Texas in NM.She
change your plans. but it rr,ight long-term ramifications of supI -Difficult
received her Bachelor of Arts
be necessary. You understand
pressing your emotions could be degree from Harding
University.
what responsibility
means. quite overwhelming. Tonight:
Searcy. Arkansas. in 2008
ronight:
Go
off
and
be
spontaBring
friends
together.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) tnajoring in history and minor**** All eyes turn to you, neous.
LEO
(July
23
-Aug.
22)
****
You could make inroads ing in Fnglish. For her Master's
whether you like it or not. You
with a key person, if you so studies. she is focusing on
could be overwhelmed by your *** Understand what is going
feelings. At the same time. you on behind the scenes. You come choose. How you handle a per- European or Imperial history.
will gain insight into what drives to the inevitable conclusion that sonal relationship really is your After receiving her master's
you might need more facts. Keep decision. but if you could identify degree. she plans to obtain
you Allow greater creaiiviiy and
her
caring to flow into your life. your own counsel. You don't with this person, your bond secondary teaching certificate in
need
to
let
everyone
know
what
would be closer Try walking in social studies mid teach at the
Tonight: Let your hair down.
you are thinking. Tonight. Nap, his or her shoes. Tonight: Take
high school level Allison's
off ASAP.
father. Clark Crowe. is
MSU
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Creativity flourishes alum and her mother, Beth, is
working on her
because you are able to allow currently
others to dominate and some- Bachelor's degree at Murray
times come up with the better State.
The Dr. James W. Hammack.
idea. Accepting the power of
teamwork in creating a better Jr. Scholarship honors Jim
product could be more important Hammack who taught for more
than you realize. Tonight: Get than thirty years at Murray
together with a favorite person.
State. serving as chair of the
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Department of History and two
**** Complete what you start.
knowing you probably won't want terms iis faculty regent. His
to work this vveekend. In fact. as hook on Kentucky during the
the day meets dusk, you already War of 1812 remains the stanhave a strong sense of what dard work on the subject. The
might be going on this weekend. scholarship. funded by generous

Hammack scholarship awarded

Photo provided

Allison Elizabeth Crowe is the 2010-11 recipient of the Dr.
James W. Hammack. Jr. Scholarship. She was recognized at
the annual scholarship banquet held at Murray State
University.
contributions front family'.
friends, faculty, staff and former
students is awarded annually' to
a graduate student in history.
Each year. the Hammack
Scholarship Banquet is held in
mid-September in the Curtis
Center at MSU.

Tonight: So many choices Now
what?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You radiate content-

Clover, female. nine-v.eeks Old
Domestic Short Hair Gray And White
SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FR1. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM,
for rtprii, nth amitit «.nt.“
"
Speck. male. ten-weeks old.
Beagle Mix

ment and anger. You also seem
to be able to find solutions when
few people cari Open up to
news, and stay even and steady.
Perspective defines situations.
Your laughter heralds a new
beginning arid a change of pace.
Tonight. Make a an early night.

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter"
rt., -7,,

BORN TODAY
Actress Winona Ryder (1971),
actor Richard Dreyfuss (1947),
actress. singer Fanny Brice

E-SCRAP EVENT

(1891)
•••

Calloway County will be offering citizens
a chance to recycle electronics during

Make A Difference Day

Jacqueline Bigar is on the

internet at www.jacguelinebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

October 30, 2010 at
Roy Stewart Stadium

Murray State students attend
annual convention in Nashville
This fall. students from the
department of modern languages at
Murray
State
University
traveled
to
Nashville. Tenn.. to attend the
annual Tennessee Association
of Professional Interpreters and
Translators
Conference
(TAPIT).
TAPIT held a three-day
senes of workshops and sessions to aid language specialists
in setting up business connections. hone their skills and
widen their sources for specific

translation needs. The students
were accompanied by Dr. Neal
Messer. assistant professor of
modem languages. in the MSU
college of humanities and fine
arts.
Career opportunities in the
fields of interpreting and translating have been expected to
expand approximately 24 percent during the 2006-201 h
decade due to the broadening of
international ties. increase in the
number of foreign language
speakers in the United States

Ahart's Gravel & Sand
if its‘ 61 too meat e tos &vet

*Pea Gravel
*Large Wash
Rock
*Bank Gravel
*Mortar Sand

Creative Recycling will be hosting the
event and will be accepting any computer
related items. audio/video equipment.
*Sand *Thpsoil
*Fill Dirt
*Mulch
*Compost
Dense Grade

gaming consoles. small household
appliances, rechargeable batteries,
cell phones, military equipment.
medical equipment. and other
select items.

VVe install
septic tank S.
build driveways
& excavate
.Ti lY
\-1?.7

IMIYAMOSO

Televisions will not be accepted at this time.

11111111144
tit( %v•

You may call the Office of the

Check out
p. our concrete
decorlii4
Ail
iwixo4
\3,

Environmental Planner at

759-3549

753-9899

_I` Pickup or As,
delivery

Hours: Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

for any questions about this event.

2315 HOPKINS ROAD • AILI4A0, KY
A

For more information. to
make a contribution. sign up for
the department newsletter. or get
in touch with friends or alumni.
contact Kay Hays at 809-2234
or
email
msu.deptofhistoryCiemurraystate.edu.

and the growing need in multilingual health care settings.
Areas where interpreters and
translators will be most needed
are medicine. law, government
and business.
Future professionals will
need further training afier their
baccalaureate degree. and new
graduate programs are opening
up in the field every year,
according to the American
Translators Association website.
For more information about a
career in this area. go online at
.at anet.orgicaree rs.

MHS Soccer
Banquet
tickets on
sale now
The MIIS Sot:cer Banquet for
boys and girls will he held on
Tuesday. Nov. 9, in the Curris
Center Ballroom at Murray State
beginning with a meal at 6:30
p.m. All families and fans ot
Murray Soccer are invited to
attend. Both JV and Varsity
players will be recognized along
with hall hoys and girls. The
ticket cost is $13. Players will
not need to purchase a ticket.
Tickets will not he sold at the
door. Contact Monica Evans at
MIN beginning for tickets.
Check should be made out to
a,
Siitt
n•gce icTkheetsdeja%dIv
i nreida
l();
Nov. 5.
For more information. call
Donna Miller at 753-7723.

